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The New York Times BestsellerOut of the greatest dynasty in American professional sports
history, an intimate story of race, mortality, and regretAbout to turn ninety, Bob Cousy, the Hall
of Fame Boston Celtics captain who led the team to its first six championships on an
unparalleled run, has much to look back on in contentment. But he has one last piece of
unfinished business. The last pass he hopes to throw is to close the circle with his great
partner on those Celtic teams, fellow Hall of Famer Bill Russell, now 84. These teammates
were basketball's Ruth and Gehrig, and Cooz, as everyone calls him, was famously ahead of
his time as an NBA player in terms of race and civil rights. But as the decades passed, Cousy
blamed himself for not having done enough, for not having understood the depth of prejudice
Russell faced as an African-American star in a city with a fraught history regarding race. Cousy
wishes he had defended Russell publicly, and that he had told him privately that he had his
back. At this late hour, he confided to acclaimed historian Gary Pomerantz over the course of
many interviews, he would like to make amends.At the heart of the story THE LAST PASS tells
is the relationship between these two iconic athletes. The book is also in a way Bob Cousy's
last testament on his complex and fascinating life. As a sports story alone it has few parallels:
An poor kid whose immigrant French parents suffered a dysfunctional marriage, the young
Cousy escaped to the New York City playgrounds, where he became an urban legend known
as the Houdini of the Hardwood. The legend exploded nationally in 1950, his first year as a
Celtic: he would be an all-star all 13 of his NBA seasons. But even as Cousy's on-court
imagination and daring brought new attention to the pro game, the Celtics struggled until
Coach Red Auerbach landed Russell in 1956. Cooz and Russ fit beautifully together on the
court, and the Celtics dynasty was born. To Boston's white sportswriters it was Cousy's team,
not Russell's, and as the civil rights movement took flight, and Russell became more publicly
involved in it, there were some ugly repercussions in the community, more hurtful to Russell
than Cousy feels he understood at the time.THE LAST PASS situates the Celtics dynasty
against the full dramatic canvas of American life in the 50s and 60s. It is an enthralling portrait
of the heart of this legendary team that throws open a window onto the wider world at a time of
wrenching social change. Ultimately it is a book about the legacy of a life: what matters to us in
the end, long after the arena lights have been turned off and we are alone with our
memories.On August 22, 2019, Bob Cousy was awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom

One of the Boston Globe’s Best Books of The Year“The first Gary Pomerantz book I read was
his biography of Wilt Chamberlain, which I thought was magnificent. Then I read Where
Peachtree Meets Sweet Auburn, which I haven't stopped thinking about. Now I've lost myself
in The Last Pass. The danger with reading Gary Pomerantz is that you'll become an addict.” —
Malcolm Gladwell“A master class. Students of NBA history are in awe these days, marveling at
the depth of Gary Pomerantz’s new book. . . . [Pomerantz] is a master of exquisite detail. He
has produced two of the finest sports books ever written, on Wilt Chamberlain (Wilt, 1962) and
the Pittsburgh Steelers’ dynasty (Their Life’s Work). For fans of the Warriors, trying to become
the first team since those Celtics to reach five straight Finals, there is invaluable perspective on
how a great team sustains its brilliance.” —San Francisco Chronicle “The Last Pass surely
stands as one of the most intriguing sports books in recent memory, and maybe of all time.” —
Christian Science Monitor“Professional sports has been a powerful lens for viewing the



complexity and challenges created by our nation's history of racial inequality. This fascinating
read and sobering exploration of one of the most dominant teams in sports history reveals
much about the hope, frustration and legacy of our continuing struggle with racial injustice.” —
Bryan Stevenson, author, Just Mercy“The Last Pass does what has become frighteningly rare
in sports writing: it hypnotizes you with a great narrative.” —Mike Wilbon, ESPN“An
unbelievable read . . . A really deep dive into not only what matters most, but also the NBA as it
has evolved and become more inclusive and progressive.” —Brad Stevens, head coach of the
Boston Celtics“An important statement about America’s social consciousness a half-century
ago, and our own today. But it is also a dual biography of the two men who dominated Boston
sports at a time when the Red Sox were pitiful, the Bruins even worse and the Patriots
unworthy of discussion in polite company." —David Shribman, The Wall Street
Journal“Basketball fans will want to read this exciting, affecting book, but even non-sports fans
of all ages will enjoy the combination of sports, history, and biography.” —Library Journal,
starred review “In this eloquent biography…Pomerantz tells a moving story of a pivotal time in
basketball history.” —Publisher’s Weekly“Pomerantz explores the complicated relationship
between Russell and Cousy, both superstars but playing in a world where pervasive racism
diminished the contributions of one man while elevating those of another. Cousy sees this
dynamic now in a way he didn't then, and his reflections on what happened to Russell and the
inadequacy of Cousy's response drive this poignant memoir, the lessons from which extend far
beyond sport.” —Booklist, starred review “I was certain I knew most everything about the great
Russell-Cousy Celtics dynasty – until I sat down and read The Last Pass. The gifted Gary
Pomerantz masterfully unearths a mesmerizing subplot to the relationship between two
complex Hall of Famers who played side-by-side during one of the most tumultuous racial
climates in our country’s history. Cousy’s candor, steeped with regret over his stilted
relationship with Russell, leaps off the pages. A beautifully crafted, compelling story that
captures the emotions of celebrated teammates who made history together but, in the sunset
of their lives, navigate their legacy alone.” —Jackie MacMullan, co-author, When The Game
Was Ours “The story of these two great athletes, Cousy and Russell, is really a story about
America, about friendship, about grace. Beautifully written, prodigiously reported, and touched
throughout with powerful emotion, the book is a marvel of nonfiction writing. The Last Pass
ranks with the best books ever written about basketball.” —Jonathan Eig, author, Ali: A
Life “The author's reportage and research are thoroughly up to the stuff of the standard sports
biography, but the narrative acquires its greatest force when, long after the events described,
Cousy expresses regret that he didn't do more to support Russell: "I [ran] into literally my first
angry black man . . . I think this simply scared me off." Nor has Russell mellowed—and nor
should he. A moving, maddening look at a storied partnership that might have been a beautiful
friendship as well.” —Kirkus“I’ve known Bob Cousy for almost 50 years. He’s not one for
showing or telling who he is. But he showed and told Gary Pomerantz, and the result is this
touching book.” —Tom Callahan, author of Arnie: The Life of Arnold Palmer “I can’t say I've
ever encountered a book quite like this. It’s essentially the biography of one famous man
consciously rethinking his relationship with another famous man, and issuing an apology. It’s
also a detailed portrait of the early NBA, and the writing style is exactly what you want—clear,
understated, and as efficient as the players he describes. All historical writing should aspire to
this." —Chuck Klosterman, author of But What If We're Wrong? “I've always liked a little moss
to grow on the statues of legends. What did these people do? Where did they fit? How did it all
come out in the end? Here are Bob Cousy and Bill Russell, basketball's version of Babe Ruth
and Lou Gehrig, caught in the twilight of their days, preserved in print by Gary Pomerantz.



Wonderful. Wonderful. Wonderful.” —Leigh Montville, author of Ted Williams: The Biography of
an American Hero“Basketball fans know Bob Cousy as a Hall of Famer. People who know the
fight for racial equality know him as one too. In The Last Pass, Gary Pomerantz uncovers
Cousy’s final testament on race in America. This book goes to the heart of the civil rights
struggle. It is as thrilling as any buzzer-beating shot.” —Juan Williams, author of Eyes on the
Prize: America’s Civil Rights YearsAbout the AuthorGary M. Pomerantz, historian, journalist
and Stanford University lecturer, is the author of six nonfiction books on topics ranging from
history to sports to civil rights. His first, Where Peachtree Meets Sweet Auburn, on Atlanta's
racial conscience, was named a New York Times Notable Book of the Year. He also authored
WILT, 1962, about Wilt Chamberlain's legendary 100-point game (a New York Times Editors'
List selection), Nine Minutes, Twenty Seconds, about an aviation crash, and The Devil's Tickets
about a Jazz Age murder and trial. His most recent book, Their Life's Work, a narrative about
the 1970s Pittsburgh Steelers, explores football's gifts and costs. For the past twelve years, he
has taught reporting and writing at Stanford's Graduate Program in Journalism. --This text
refers to the hardcover edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.1 "Sale
Boche"Even as an old man wearing a sweat suit and sitting in his favorite chair at home in
Worcester, Cousy engages in conversation with intensity. He wouldn't be Bob Cousy otherwise.
He laughs. He cries. He is alternately introspective, wry, philosophical, eloquent, at times
snarky, and, on days when he feels an old man's aches and burdens, crotchety. He likes the
attention, the intellectual stimulation. He talks about politics, the past, Kennedy and Trump,
George Mikan and Kevin Durant, the latest book he's reading. One conversation ends for a
sensible reason: "It's time," Cousy says, brows arched, "for my one o'clock fruit." His old stories
roll like the mighty waters, and to him those waters are mighty familiar. He's been telling some
of these stories for fifty years. He's refined his lines and pauses. He's played the part of Bob
Cousy for so long that he has mastered it. Now, though, it seems he has an additional, higher
purpose: He is piecing together his life and assigning a sense of order and context. He's
earnestly attempting to understand how the world given to him helped shape the world he
made. But when the topic shifts to his parents, and the tension that roiled their marriage when
he was only a boy, it's as if the mighty waters evaporate and suddenly he is bound for a darker,
more somber place. Conversationally, he's in unfamiliar territory. No stories come by rote. The
pauses are longer and more numerous. He explains haltingly how his mother sometimes
lashed out at his father and struck him. Suddenly his face draws tight. It's as if he is seeing her
strike his father again, the scene running through his mind on grainy celluloid. Another pause:
lengthy, uncomfortable. Finally, thinking of his father, he says, "He just sat there and took it."
Cousy stares across his living room, across time.In the glory of his time with the Boston
Celtics, you saw his big hands, his supple, sloping shoulders and long arms. Those were the
optics of Cousy. He wore a thirty-five-inch sleeve; his fingertips reached nearly to his knees.
Small wonder he so easily transferred the ball behind his back. He looked like he weighed only
about 150 pounds (actually, thanks to his thighs, he weighed 185), and at six-foot-one, if he
jumped as high as he could he might reach only halfway up the net.But physiology didn't make
him Cooz. Biography defined him. He lived and played with blast-furnace intensity. He sought to
break free of his tenement-house origins and the dysfunction in his parents' marriage by
winning basketball games and by defeating enemies of all kinds, including a sense of being an
outsider in his own world.At the center of this inner tumult was his mother, Juliette Corlet
Cousy, a native of France, once tall and attractive. When she cooked her husband's favorite
meal, pot-au-feu-beef stew with vegetables, including sliced potatoes with butter, fried to a
crisp-it was as if she had transported the French countryside to a dinner table in Queens. From



France she also brought a prejudice so strong it scarred her personality: She despised
Germans. She trembled with rage at the mention of anything, or anyone, Germanic. If
misfortune came, Juliette Cousy knew its source. It was the Germans! She had witnessed the
Germans' wrath during World War I. They trampled French farms, trampled the French way of
life, and she never forgot that, even after migrating to America.As a boy, Cousy saw her scars.
During World War II, he walked with his mother to see a neighborhood storekeeper in St.
Albans, Queens. In the Old World she would expect a smile or warm embrace, as in Dijon or
Paris. But this storekeeper drew back and said stiffly, "What can I do for you?" It didn't take
much to stir her anger. Offended by his tone, Juliette jerked her young son's hand, and they left
the store at once. Outside, she muttered to him, "That sale Boche!"When her mood turned
black, as it often did, she spat out those words, "Sale Boche." Dirty German. She was at war
with Germany, with her husband, with herself, and with the hard times in which they lived.
Anyone she disliked or who had slighted her, whether of German descent or not, she
dismissed as a sale Boche. Too often to forget, the young Cousy heard his mother's voice
explode from the cellar of their house: "SALE BOCHE!" On those occasions, her wrath was
more personal: She had taken aim, again, at her husband, the boy's father.Juliette's husband,
little Joe Cousy, bore the brunt of her rants. He had made the mistake of being born of French
parents in a German-dominated region. He came from Alsace-Lorraine, on the northeastern
edge of France up against Germany's northwestern border. The region had been claimed by
Germany in 1871 after the Franco-Prussian War. He had been conscripted by the German
army during World War I, as so many other Alsatian farm boys had. Public records show Joe
Cousy's place of birth as Welschensteinbach, its German name, but Joe always used the
village's French name, Eteimbes. For Juliette, that was a distinction without a difference. If in
her anger she needed Joe to be a dirty German, his parentage didn't matter.A quiet, peaceful
man, five-foot-six and stout, Joe was raised on the Cousy farm. There his family struggled to
raise apples, cherries, and pigs. To his way of thinking, he was no more a farmer than he was a
German, and breaking away to go to America was the boldest act of his life; Juliette,
accustomed to life's finer things, loved him for all of that. With his new wife and her mother, Joe
boarded the ocean liner Mauretania, pride of the Cunard Line, and set sail from Cherbourg on
December 21, 1927. For Juliette, their arrival in New York City was a homecoming of sorts. She
had been born in New York and moved to Boston, where her French father, ClŽment Corlet,
notable for his handsome, thick mustache, was ma”tre d' of the Hotel Touraine. When Juliette
was five years old, Corlet and his wife, Mary, brought her to Dijon, in the Burgundy region of
eastern France. She later worked as a secretary and taught language to children of affluent
French families. As they boarded the Mauretania, Juliette was about six weeks pregnant with
their son, the only child she would have.Juliette's contempt for Germans intensified during the
late thirties and early forties when she received letters from friends and family in France telling
of the Nazis and their atrocities. Joe Cousy had begun work in America driving a taxi, his old
Packard, in New York City. On July 5, 1928, he filled out papers for U.S. citizenship. But then
came the Depression. Soon, with hardly anyone using taxis, Joe needed a job. Franklin
Roosevelt came to his rescue: In his forties, Joe got a job with the Works Progress
Administration digging ditches in New York City.Her dreams deferred, Juliette became so high-
strung that kids in the neighborhood knew her as the crazy French woman. Hard times aged
her quickly, her cheekbones becoming taut and severe. Assimilation wasn't easy. Juliette and
Joe did not read the New York newspapers; nor, as best their son knew, did they vote. Juliette
never quite understood basketball, or even television. Years later, to watch The Ed Sullivan
Show, she put on a nice dress at home. When her son asked why she dressed up, she said,



"Oh, Mister Sullivan sees me. I see him and he's looking at me." Her son saw more than the
eccentricities. He knew her softer, loving side, the way she had gently coaxed him out of his
boyhood nightmares and sleepwalking expeditions; she found him once sitting on the third-
story ledge of their Manhattan tenement, where he had awakened screaming in French. She
waved a white handkerchief from their window when it was time for dinner, and his buddies
would say, ''Hey, Frenchy, the handkerchief is out!" When the young Cousy opened drawers at
home, cockroaches scurried for cover, but his mother assured him that one day she would get
him out of the noise and stench and poverty of their Manhattan neighborhood. Of course, as a
boy, he assumed that everyone was poor. Despite their own ethnic differences and prejudices,
Juliette and Joe Cousy quickly had won the privileges of whiteness. They lived in the big-city
melting pot or, as their son would later call it, "the mŽlange." His closest friends during
childhood had last names like Gannon, Field, Kennedy, Blake, and Hackford, all of them white.
There were no people of color in his neighborhood that he knew of, no blacks or Hispanics or
Asian Americans, and only a few Jews. During the Depression, with hard times and soup lines
in Fiorello La Guardia's city, Cousy played stoopball and boxball and pilfered bananas from
pushcarts. He never felt threatened in his roughneck neighborhood, though once he saw
someone shot dead. During the late thirties, as the Cousys searched in less crowded areas for
a new place to live, Juliette said to her son, "Roby, look at all the green grass! Someday you'll
live where there is plenty of it." And once, touring St. Albans in Queens, she said, as if in a
dream state, "Roby, breathe deep." Joe and Juliette spoke French at home and German if they
didn't want their young son to know what they were saying. As a boy, Cooz spoke French,
thought in French, dreamed in French, and talked French in his sleep. But he wanted to be an
American. It didn't help that he had a speech impediment: his Rs sounded like Ls. His
schoolmates began to call him Flenchy, and a speech teacher made him try to say, over and
over, "Around the rugged rock, the ragged rascal ran." His Ls poured forth; "Alound the lugged
lock . . ." The tension of his parents' marriage traumatized him. Juliette loomed over the
household. His grandmother, Marie Corlet, lived with them and became his safety net. She
made sure he went to church and didn't stray from Catholicism. She made him promise that
one day he would attend a Catholic college. Joe Cousy put his taxi in hock in 1940 as a down
payment for a $4,500 house in St. Albans. He and Juliette proved resourceful. They lived, and
cooked, in the bare-walled cellar, and with their son climbed three flights up the back staircase
each night to sleep in the attic, leaving the rest of the house for renters, whose payments
helped cover their mortgage. They rented out a five-room apartment on the first floor, a two-
room apartment on the second, and a single room on the third. Juliette kept the place clean,
and Joe fixed anything that broke. They brought a radio into the cellar to lighten their spirits.
Their house in St. Albans was better than their Manhattan tenement, but that wasn't saying
much. On summer nights, the attic became an oven. At times when Cousy awoke screaming
from a nightmare, his mother would turn on the light to see welts on his back, the work of
bedbugs. Joe never said much. With his boy, he shared no profound father-son conversations
about his war experience, or in fact any experience. He had been married to another woman
who died during the first war, but Juliette decreed the subject of Joe's late wife off limits. Many
years later, when his son was a basketball celebrity, Joe told a sportswriter that he had raced
automobiles before the first war and that, in the 1920s, with his family's farm reduced by war to
mud, he fixed cars and rented one of his own to drive rich families on tours across Europe. Joe
wasn't home much. He drove his taxi at all hours, no doubt to escape his wife's wrath. They
were in the cellar the first time Bob Cousy saw his mother strike his father. Joe was an easy
target: one big room, no place to hide. Juliette smacked his head. Joe did not defend himself.



He did not react at all. "Sale Boche!" Juliette screamed. She would never let him forget that he
had once been in the German army even though he thought of himself as French. Cowering in
a corner, the young Cousy watched his mother come undone. It happened this way more than
once, Juliette calling Joe a dirty German and striking him. Her blows struck with force.
Sometimes Joe threw up his hands in defense, other times not. My poor father, Cousy thought.
He wondered how his father could say nothing. He didn't want him to strike back. But sit there
and take it? Even as a boy, Cousy understood there was more to it than a wife's anger at her
husband.--This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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Praise for The Last PassNew York Times BestsellerOne of the Boston Globe’s Best Books of
the Year“The first Gary Pomerantz book I read was his biography of Wilt Chamberlain, which I
thought was magnificent. Then I read Where Peachtree Meets Sweet Auburn, which I haven’t
stopped thinking about. Now I’ve lost myself in The Last Pass. The danger with reading Gary
Pomerantz is that you’ll become an addict.”—Malcolm Gladwell“Gary M. Pomerantz has taken
Cooz and Russell and the remarkable Celtics and fashioned them into a fast break of a
book. . . . [It is] an important statement about America’s social consciousness a half century
ago, and our own today. But it is also a dual biography of the two men who dominated Boston
sports at a time when the Red Sox were pitiful, the Bruins even worse, and the Patriots
unworthy of discussion in polite company.”—David M. Shribman, The Wall Street Journal“Do
yourself a gigantic favor and grab The Last Pass, a new book by Gary Pomerantz in which all-
time great Bob Cousy reflects on his life and, especially, his relationship with Bill Russell. Some
astonishing revelations from a very introspective, emotional, intelligent man. . . . The Last Pass
is a spectacular work. I am incredibly envious.”—Bob Ryan, The Boston Globe“A really deep
dive into not only what matters most, but also the NBA as it has evolved and become more
inclusive and more progressive . . . It’s an unbelievable read.”—Brad Stevens, coach of the
Boston Celtics“The Last Pass does what has become frighteningly rare in sportswriting: it
hypnotizes you with a great narrative.”—Michael Wilbon, ESPN’s Pardon the
Interruption“Professional sports has been a powerful lens for viewing the complexity and
challenges created by our nation’s history of racial inequality. This fascinating read and
sobering exploration of one of the most dominant teams in sports history reveals much about
the hope, frustration, and legacy of our continuing struggle with racial injustice.”—Bryan
Stevenson, author of Just Mercy“Students of NBA history are in awe these days, marveling at
the depth of Gary Pomerantz’s new book. . . . Pomerantz is a master of exquisite detail. He has
produced two of the finest sports books ever written, on Wilt Chamberlain (Wilt, 1962) and the
Pittsburgh Steelers’ dynasty (Their Life’s Work). For fans of the Warriors, trying to become the
first team since those Celtics to reach five straight Finals, there is invaluable perspective on
how a great team sustains its brilliance.”—Bruce Jenkins, The San Francisco Chronicle“Top
three or four sports books of all time.”—Chris (Mad Dog) Russo, Mad Dog Sports Radio,
SiriusXM“A revealing new look at the Boston Celtics’ Cousy, Russell, and Auerbach era. It’s not
all cigars and championship glory stories. . . . Civil rights and racism remain at the forefront of
issues the country faces. It’s those topics that make The Last Pass more than a book about a
sports dynasty. The story Pomerantz tells resonates now because the United States still hasn’t
figured out race and equal rights.”—Jerry Barca, Forbes“The Last Pass offers a compelling
portrait of one of the greatest players in NBA history . . . [with] a degree of detail and nuance
that borders on the staggering. . . . No hagiography, The Last Pass uses Cousy’s story to reach
deep into the fabric of the culture itself. Cousy’s desperate yearning to set things right with
Russell is a reflection of a country that still struggles to come to terms with the sins of years
gone by.”—Allen Adams, The Maine Edge“Gary M. Pomerantz is staking his claim as the new
Halberstam. This new voice had slipped onto the sports scene with Wilt, 1962 amidst the wave
of reflection that descended upon the hoops world following Chamberlain’s sudden passing in
1999. . . . The same keen eye is at work in his latest effort.”—CelticsLife.com“Could Cousy have
changed the way the civil rights movement played out in Boston if he had spoken out against
racism? Why didn’t he do more? What really passed between him and Russell? Instead of
coming off as Cousy’s guilty conscience, seeking absolution for his sins, The Last Pass is



instructional concerning the way that an individual can publicly apologize.”—Mary Gibbons,
America Magazine: The Jesuit Review“Basketball fans will want to read this exciting, affecting
book, but even non-sports fans of all ages will enjoy the combination of sports, history, and
biography.”—Library Journal (starred review)“Pomerantz explores the complicated relationship
between Russell and Cousy, both superstars but playing in a world where pervasive racism
diminished the contributions of one man while elevating those of another. Cousy sees this
dynamic now in a way he didn’t then, and his reflections on what happened to Russell and the
inadequacy of Cousy’s response drive this poignant memoir, the lessons from which extend far
beyond sport.”—Booklist (starred review)“I was certain I knew most everything about the great
Russell–Cousy Celtics dynasty—until I sat down and read The Last Pass. The gifted Gary
Pomerantz masterfully unearths a mesmerizing subplot to the relationship between two
complex Hall of Famers who played side by side during one of the most tumultuous racial
climates in our country’s history. Cousy’s candor, steeped with regret over his stilted
relationship with Russell, leaps off the pages. A beautifully crafted, compelling story that
captures the emotions of celebrated teammates who made history together but, in the sunset
of their lives, navigate their legacy alone.”—Jackie MacMullan, coauthor of When The Game
Was Ours“I’ve always liked a little moss to grow on the statues of legends. What did these
people do? Where did they fit? How did it all come out in the end? Here are Bob Cousy and Bill
Russell, basketball’s version of Babe Ruth and Lou Gehrig, caught in the twilight of their days,
preserved in print by Gary Pomerantz. Wonderful. Wonderful. Wonderful.”—Leigh Montville,
author of Ted Williams: The Biography of an American Hero“The story of these two great
athletes is really a story about America, about friendship, about grace. Beautifully written,
prodigiously reported, and touched throughout with powerful emotion, the book is a marvel of
nonfiction writing. The Last Pass ranks with the best books ever written about basketball.”—
Jonathan Eig, author of Ali: A Life“I’ve known Bob Cousy for almost fifty years. He’s not one for
showing or telling who he is. But he showed and told Gary Pomerantz, and the result is this
touching book.”—Tom Callahan, author of Arnie: The Life of Arnold Palmer“I can’t say I’ve ever
encountered a book quite like this. It’s essentially the biography of one famous man
consciously rethinking his relationship with another famous man, and issuing an apology. It’s
also a detailed portrait of the early NBA, and the writing style is exactly what you want—clear,
understated, and as efficient as the players he describes. All historical writing should aspire to
this.”—Chuck Klosterman, author of But What If We’re Wrong?“Basketball fans know Bob
Cousy as a Hall of Famer. People who know the fight for racial equality know him as one, too.
In The Last Pass, Gary Pomerantz uncovers Cousy’s final testament on race in America. This
book goes to the heart of the civil rights struggle. It is as thrilling as any buzzer-beating shot.”—
Juan Williams, author of Eyes on the Prize: America’s Civil Rights Years, 1954–1965PENGUIN
BOOKSTHE LAST PASSGary M. Pomerantz, historian, journalist and Stanford University
lecturer, is the author of six nonfiction books on topics ranging from history to sports to civil
rights. His first, Where Peachtree Meets Sweet Auburn, on Atlanta’s racial conscience, was
named a New York Times Notable Book of the Year. He also authored WILT, 1962, about Wilt
Chamberlain’s legendary 100-point game (a New York Times Editors’ Choice selection); Nine
Minutes, Twenty Seconds, about an aviation crash; The Devil’s Tickets about a Jazz Age
murder and trial; and Their Life’s Work, a narrative about the 1970s Pittsburgh Steelers that
explores football’s gifts and costs. For the past twelve years, he has taught reporting and
writing at Stanford’s Graduate Program in Journalism.Also by Gary M. PomerantzTheir Life’s
WorkThe Devil’s TicketsWILT, 1962Nine Minutes, Twenty SecondsWhere Peachtree Meets
Sweet AuburnPENGUIN BOOKSAn imprint of Penguin Random House LLCFirst published in



the United States of America by Penguin Press, an imprint of Penguin Random House LLC,
2018Published in Penguin Books 2019Copyright © 2018 by Gary M. PomerantzPenguin
supports copyright. Copyright fuels creativity, encourages diverse voices, promotes free
speech, and creates a vibrant culture. Thank you for buying an authorized edition of this book
and for complying with copyright laws by not reproducing, scanning, or distributing any part of it
in any form without permission. You are supporting writers and allowing Penguin to continue to
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portrait closely. It captures the moment the greatest American professional sports dynasty of
the twentieth century took flight. The dynasty was born of a merger of two men more alike than
they ever understood. Both outsiders, they were self-analytical and murderously competitive.
They moved through separate worlds off the court, but on the creaky parquet floor of the
Boston Garden they were interlocking pieces. They blended passing and shot blocking,
dribbling and rebounding, offense and defense. They were white and black. They were Cooz
and Russ.At the moment the camera flashed, Bob Cousy was twenty-eight, Bill Russell twenty-
three. Cousy, the captain, had been with the Boston Celtics for seven seasons; Russell, the
rookie whose arrival was delayed by his participation in the Melbourne Olympics, for about a
hundred days. They played in a time when sportswriters still created nicknames for star
athletes as if they were comic-book superheroes. As Babe Ruth once was the Sultan of Swat
and Joe Louis the Brown Bomber, Cousy was the Houdini of the Hardwood. Russell would
become the winningest player in National Basketball Association history, but he escaped
without a nickname. He was just Russ.Richard Meek was the photographer. He shot forty-five
covers for Sports Illustrated and Life. His camera caught Ali, Nixon, Bette Davis, Arthur Ashe,
James Cagney. In the tunnel outside the locker room at the Boston Garden before Game 5 of
the 1957 NBA Finals between the Celtics and the St. Louis Hawks, Meek used two portrait
lights. As Cousy and Russell stood in front of a cinder-block wall, the brilliant lights gave their
eyes a celestial spark. In 1928, the arena’s creator, boxing promoter Tex Rickard, settled for the



industrial ambience of a cramped workingman’s arena perched above the cacophony of North
Station across Causeway Street. More than once, Cousy declared that the Garden’s “rats were
bigger than the customers.”The photographer may have reached for symbolism in his
positioning of the Celtics: Cousy up front, bathed in satiny warmth, and Russell in the back,
partially concealed and in shadow. Certainly, that was how white sportswriters at the Boston
dailies—and they were all white—represented the two players in the sports pages, as if to say,
“This is Cooz’s team and Cooz’s town.” Still, Meek’s photograph suggested another truth. Even
as Cousy won the league’s Most Valuable Player award in 1957, the rookie Russell loomed.
Already he had begun to take over.They posed for Meek minutes before tip-off. Their minds
were elsewhere, on the battle against the Hawks’ Bob Pettit, the Bombardier from Baton
Rouge. Their expressions are taut, severe. They might have been Civil War soldiers standing
for Mathew Brady. The rookie Russell offers a hint of the menacing glower that, years later, he
would describe as “a big batch of smoldering Black Panther, a touch of Lord High Executioner
and angry Cyclops mixed together, with just a dash of the old Sonny Liston.” On first glance,
Cousy seems made of porcelain, smooth and soft. But his eyes are fixed in a hard stare.A
Boston sportswriter, Bill McSweeny, had seen those faces before big games. He had entered
the Celtics’ locker room worried and left reassured by the sight of Cousy alongside Russell.
The Celtics’ coach, Red Auerbach, didn’t much worry. He once broke an uncommon tension in
the locker room by barking out, “Hey, if you guys are worrying about playing them, how do you
think they must feel having to play us?” The Celtics laughed, knowing he was right.Meek
snapped this portrait four months after the successful conclusion to the Montgomery Bus
Boycott started by Rosa Parks. In another five months, the Little Rock school desegregation
crisis would prompt President Eisenhower to send federal troops. Cousy and Russell played in
Boston, birthplace of the American Revolution, the abolitionists, the Kennedys, and all those
colleges and universities, including Boston University, which had awarded Martin Luther King
Jr. his doctorate only two years before. But there was another side to Boston. Court-ordered
busing in the seventies would peel away the veneer and expose Boston’s deep racial fissures
for all to see, but they were always there. Still, in these years of growing racial unrest, the two
Celtics stars, a white man and a black man, merged their ambitions, skill sets, and sweat for a
shared success built on a foundation of mutual respect.Hours after Meek took this portrait,
Cousy, Russell, and the Celtics defeated St. Louis in Game 5. Four days later, they won their
first title. If anyone called it the NBA championship, Auerbach would wag his finger and correct
them: It was the world’s championship.Then the Celtics won it again, and again, and again,
and . . .It all began with the ball in Houdini’s hands.—Sixty years later, as an old man, Cousy
studies the same portrait. He says those two guys might have come “from the wake of a dear
friend.” Then, upon deeper study: “It really looks like we are on a death march.” But he knew
better. He knew what the camera caught: “the ultimate game face.”Mostly there is solitude now
on Salisbury Street in Worcester, Massachusetts, near Boston, where Cousy, just months from
his ninetieth birthday, walks with a cane, reads voraciously, and lives alone with echoes and
memories in the sprawling 6,300-square-foot house that he and his wife, Missie, bought in the
final months of the Kennedy administration. Missie died in 2013—they were married nearly
sixty-three years—but her spirit fills the house. The painting of her wearing her good-luck green
dress, a gift from the New York Knicks on Bob Cousy Day in 1963, hangs in the dining room.
As part of his daily protocol, Cousy begins each morning by walking to his bedroom bureau
and addressing Missie’s funeral Mass card. “G’mornin’, sweetheart,” he says. “I love you!”The
men who were the Celtics were more prolific over a thirteen-year span than the New York
Yankees, Green Bay Packers, and Montreal Canadiens ever were, winning eleven NBA



championships from 1957 to 1969, including eight consecutively. That dynasty began with
Cousy. He played thirteen pro seasons for the Celtics, made thirteen all-star teams, won six
NBA championships, captured that 1957 Most Valuable Player award, led the league in assists
eight times, and averaged 18.4 points per game. It wasn’t only what he did but how he did it.
On the court he was dynamic, every part of his body in motion. His teammate Don Barksdale
once marveled at a Cousy maneuver and muttered under his breath to guard Togo Palazzi as
they sat on the Celtics’ bench, “That sonovabitch.” Palazzi knew that he meant it as the highest
compliment.If we draw a line from Dr. James Naismith and the creation of basketball in 1891 in
Springfield, Massachusetts, to today’s NBA, the midpoint falls on Cousy, in the early 1950s,
wearing Celtics jersey No. 14 and black Converse high-tops. Sportswriters still often spelled
basket ball as two words and spelled the N.B.A. using periods so that readers understood it
was an acronym. Teams sometimes played doubleheaders, which meant that half the league
(four teams) occupied one arena. When the players met afterward at a bar, you knew a fight
was about to break out when someone took off his watch.As Cousy honed his game, he
became a revelation to pro basketball, a stylistic revolution, a reimagining of possibilities.
Before Cousy, pro basketball had been a highly regimented game dominated by pivot men of
questionable athletic skills and unquestioned brute force. Cousy made the pro game come
alive by dribbling around his back fancifully, dribbling out the clock evasively, driving to the
basket and wrapping the ball around his body in a transfer from right hand to left and back to
right while hanging in the air, through sleight of hand and no-look passing, and by leading the
fast break with such creativity and daring that if you could stop time and ask the player
guarding him as Cousy approached the free throw line, “What do you think he will do next?” the
honest answer would have been, “How the hell do I know?” He did this even before the
introduction of the twenty-four-second shot clock in the 1954–55 season and before the league
moved west of St. Louis to become a truly national association. That fall, he told Parade
magazine basketball had replaced baseball as the national pastime. He said the game was safe
—“I’ve never heard of a fatality,” Cousy deadpanned—and then put on a blindfold, paced off the
required steps, drove hard to the basket, dribbled behind his back, and made a layup.This was
how Houdini became Houdini: He slung the ball sidearm sixty feet downcourt, and to the
streaking teammate who received it, the ball seemed to have wings and a homing device. On
the fast break, he cupped the ball and faked a shot as he dropped it to a teammate behind him.
He stared at a teammate when he passed him the ball, or sometimes he looked the other way.
His passes had zip, curve, careful measure, and purpose. “Passing,” Cousy says proudly, a half
century later, “was my raison d’être.”These Celtics have all gone their separate ways in the fifty
years since. There are occasional phone calls and reunions, and they will always be connected
by those shining moments they shared as teammates. For Cousy, though, the warmth of such
triumphs has its limits. All these years later, he wants to share more with Russell than just
basketball stories. He wants Russ to know that he cared for him, that he has spent decades
asking himself hard questions: Did I support Russ enough? Did I understand the intense
bigotry he faced? Did I show him the empathy he deserved or share his pain? The captain’s
answers always come back the same: No, no, and no. “Russ is a very proud man. His feelings
are very intense,” Cousy says, perhaps describing himself as well as Russell. The few times he
has been with Russell through the years, Cousy was uneasy, never sure if Russell would glare
at him or embrace him. He knows only that they are not close.In his widower’s solitude, Cousy
has admitted to an old man’s regrets. He wants to make things right and close circles. He is
introspective and intellectually engaged. He has a wide circle of friends in Worcester, though
he is, more often than not, alone. His two daughters, both retired educators, live far away and



serve by telephone as his devoted support team. He has always been emotional, and now
more than ever. “When you are younger, you say, ‘Men don’t cry,’” Cousy says. “More important
is that you are who you are and don’t try to hide it.”He keeps an important list in his mind. “My
end-of-life to-do list,” he calls it. He answers to his own conscience and to the people who have
mattered most to him: Missie, his daughters, and his two grandchildren. And, more important
each year it seems, William Felton Russell. Cousy spent seven years of his life with Russell—
seven of nearly ninety, all of it around basketball—so why does Russell matter so much? The
answer is obvious to Cousy. Those weren’t just any seven years, and Russell wasn’t just any
man. As Babe Ruth and Lou Gehrig defined the early years of the Yankees dynasty, Cousy and
Russell defined the beginnings of the Celtics’ reign. The Celtics’ hallmark fast break belonged
more to them than to others because of their shared harmony in its execution—Russ’s
rebounding and outlet passes, Cooz’s dribbling and distribution. Their teammates, grand as
they were, seem almost ancillary.Ruth and Gehrig provide an interesting counterpoint. As
anchors of the Yankees’ Murderers’ Row in the 1920s, they were teammates for twelve years;
though occasional fishing buddies for a time, in the end they were not close. Their basic
natures and biographies all but assured as much. They never had a chance to share memories
as old men: Gehrig died at thirty-seven, Ruth at fifty-three. Cousy and Russell, who is now
eighty-four, were two of a kind in important ways; in 2015, sociologist Richard Lapchick,
director of the Institute for Diversity and Ethics in Sport at the University of Central Florida,
created an all-time NBA team of five great players with a social conscience and placed both
Cousy and Russell on it (with Oscar Robertson, Wayne Embry, and Kareem Abdul-Jabbar).
Despite this common ground, Cousy and Russell have different basic natures. So why would
Cousy expect that a relationship, even a friendship, would grow from his seven years with
Russell? That question has no short answer. This book, the product of more than fifty
interviews with Cousy over two and a half years, is, in a way, a long answer.Cousy sometimes
speaks of death and “the Big Basketball Court in the Sky.” He says, “If I talked to a shrink, I’d
say, ‘Am I trying to make light of it because I’m afraid of what’s coming?’ It is my way of
handling it. I guess at this point in life, you get more introspective: What’s it all about? What am
I doing here? Is there a God out there? My time is limited.”In that limited time, he wants to
make peace with questions of race, particularly as those questions touch him and Russell. He
had other black teammates during his Celtics years whom he views as friends, including Chuck
Cooper, his roommate as a rookie and the first African American ever drafted by an NBA team.
But Russell always stood apart. He was never an approachable teammate, not to Cousy.
Through the decades, Cousy hasn’t understood why Russell has been friendly with other
Celtics but not with him. What created their separation?Even now he asks, Is it Russ? Is it me?
To Cousy, time is long and time is short. Thinking of Russell, he has one more pass to throw.
The narrative of the Celtics dynasty plays on, not on the parquet floor of the Boston Garden but
in the conscience of the old captain.SECTION IBecoming Cooz1“SALE BOCHE”Even as an
old man wearing a sweat suit and sitting in his favorite chair at home in Worcester, Cousy
engages in conversation with intensity. He wouldn’t be Bob Cousy otherwise. He laughs. He
cries. He is alternately introspective, wry, philosophical, eloquent, at times snarky, and, on days
when he feels an old man’s aches and burdens, crotchety. He likes the attention, the
intellectual stimulation. He talks about politics, the past, Kennedy and Trump, George Mikan
and Kevin Durant, the latest book he’s reading. One conversation ends for a sensible reason:
“It’s time,” Cousy says, brows arched, “for my one o’clock fruit.” His old stories roll like the
mighty waters, and to him those waters are mighty familiar. He’s been telling some of these
stories for fifty years. He’s refined his lines and pauses. He’s played the part of Bob Cousy for



so long that he has mastered it. Now, though, it seems he has an additional, higher purpose:
He is piecing together his life and assigning a sense of order and context. He’s earnestly
attempting to understand how the world given to him helped shape the world he made. But
when the topic shifts to his parents, and the tension that roiled their marriage when he was
only a boy, it’s as if the mighty waters evaporate and suddenly he is bound for a darker, more
somber place. Conversationally, he’s in unfamiliar territory. No stories come by rote. The
pauses are longer and more numerous. He explains haltingly how his mother sometimes
lashed out at his father and struck him. Suddenly his face draws tight. It’s as if he is seeing her
strike his father again, the scene running through his mind on grainy celluloid. Another pause:
lengthy, uncomfortable. Finally, thinking of his father, he says, “He just sat there and took it.”
Cousy stares across his living room, across time.—In the glory of his time with the Boston
Celtics, you saw his big hands, his supple, sloping shoulders and long arms. Those were the
optics of Cousy. He wore a thirty-five-inch sleeve; his fingertips reached nearly to his knees.
Small wonder he so easily transferred the ball behind his back. He looked like he weighed only
about 150 pounds (actually, thanks to his thighs, he weighed 185), and at six-foot-one, if he
jumped as high as he could he might reach only halfway up the net.But physiology didn’t make
him Cooz. Biography defined him. He lived and played with blast-furnace intensity. He sought to
break free of his tenement-house origins and the dysfunction in his parents’ marriage by
winning basketball games and by defeating enemies of all kinds, including a sense of being an
outsider in his own world.At the center of this inner tumult was his mother, Juliette Corlet
Cousy, a native of France, once tall and attractive. When she cooked her husband’s favorite
meal, pot-au-feu—beef stew with vegetables, including sliced potatoes with butter, fried to a
crisp—it was as if she had transported the French countryside to a dinner table in Queens.
From France she also brought a prejudice so strong it scarred her personality: She despised
Germans. She trembled with rage at the mention of anything, or anyone, Germanic. If
misfortune came, Juliette Cousy knew its source. It was the Germans! She had witnessed the
Germans’ wrath during World War I. They trampled French farms, trampled the French way of
life, and she never forgot that, even after migrating to America.As a boy, Cousy saw her scars.
During World War II, he walked with his mother to see a neighborhood storekeeper in St.
Albans, Queens. In the Old World she would expect a smile or warm embrace, as in Dijon or
Paris. But this storekeeper drew back and said stiffly, “What can I do for you?” It didn’t take
much to stir her anger. Offended by his tone, Juliette jerked her young son’s hand, and they left
the store at once. Outside, she muttered to him, “That sale Boche!”When her mood turned
black, as it often did, she spat out those words, “Sale Boche.” Dirty German. She was at war
with Germany, with her husband, with herself, and with the hard times in which they lived.
Anyone she disliked or who had slighted her, whether of German descent or not, she
dismissed as a sale Boche. Too often to forget, the young Cousy heard his mother’s voice
explode from the cellar of their house: “SALE BOCHE!” On those occasions, her wrath was
more personal: She had taken aim, again, at her husband, the boy’s father.Juliette’s husband,
little Joe Cousy, bore the brunt of her rants. He had made the mistake of being born of French
parents in a German-dominated region. He came from Alsace-Lorraine, on the northeastern
edge of France up against Germany’s western border. The region had been claimed by
Germany in 1871 after the Franco-Prussian War. He had been conscripted by the German
army during World War I, as so many other Alsatian farm boys had. Public records show Joe
Cousy’s place of birth as Welschensteinbach, its German name, but Joe always used the
village’s French name, Eteimbes. For Juliette, that was a distinction without a difference. If in
her anger she needed Joe to be a dirty German, his parentage didn’t matter.A quiet, peaceful



man, five-foot-six and stout, Joe was raised on the Cousy farm. There his family struggled to
raise apples, cherries, and pigs. To his way of thinking, he was no more a farmer than he was a
German, and breaking away to go to America was the boldest act of his life; Juliette,
accustomed to life’s finer things, loved him for all of that. With his new wife and her mother, Joe
boarded the ocean liner Mauretania, pride of the Cunard Line, and set sail from Cherbourg on
December 21, 1927.For Juliette, their arrival in New York City was a homecoming of sorts. She
had been born in New York and moved to Boston, where her French father, Clément Corlet,
notable for his handsome, thick mustache, was maître d’ of the Hotel Touraine. When Juliette
was five years old, Corlet and his wife, Marie, brought her to Dijon, in the Burgundy region of
eastern France. She later worked as a secretary and taught language to children of affluent
French families. As they boarded the Mauretania, Juliette was about six weeks pregnant with
their son, the only child she would have.Juliette’s contempt for Germans intensified during the
late thirties and early forties when she received letters from friends and family in France telling
of the Nazis and their atrocities. Joe Cousy had begun work in America driving a taxi, his old
Packard, in New York City. On July 5, 1928, he filled out papers for U.S. citizenship. But then
came the Depression. Soon, with hardly anyone using taxis, Joe needed a job. Franklin
Roosevelt came to his rescue: In his forties, Joe got a job with the Works Progress
Administration digging ditches in New York City.Her dreams deferred, Juliette became so high-
strung that kids in the neighborhood knew her as the crazy French woman. Hard times aged
her quickly, her cheekbones becoming taut and severe. Assimilation wasn’t easy. Juliette and
Joe did not read the New York newspapers; nor, as best their son knew, did they vote. Juliette
never quite understood basketball, or even television. Years later, to watch The Ed Sullivan
Show, she put on a nice dress at home. When her son asked why she dressed up, she said,
“Oh, Mr. Sullivan sees me. I see him and he’s looking at me.”Her son saw more than the
eccentricities. He knew her softer, loving side, the way she had gently coaxed him out of his
boyhood nightmares and sleepwalking expeditions; she found him once sitting on the third-
story ledge of their Manhattan tenement, where he had awakened screaming in French. She
waved a white handkerchief from their window when it was time for dinner, and his buddies
would say, ‘‘Hey, Frenchy, the handkerchief is out!” When the young Cousy opened drawers at
home, cockroaches scurried for cover, but his mother assured him that one day she would get
him out of the noise and stench and poverty of their Manhattan neighborhood. Of course, as a
boy, he assumed that everyone was poor. Despite their own ethnic differences and prejudices,
Juliette and Joe Cousy quickly had won the privileges of whiteness. They lived in the big-city
melting pot or, as their son would later call it, “the mélange.” His closest friends during
childhood had last names like Gannon, Field, Kennedy, Blake, and Hackford, all of them white.
There were no people of color in his neighborhood that he knew of, no blacks or Hispanics or
Asian Americans, and only a few Jews. During the Depression, with hard times and soup lines
in Fiorello La Guardia’s city, Cousy played stoopball and boxball and pilfered bananas from
pushcarts. He never felt threatened in his roughneck neighborhood, though once he saw
someone shot dead.During the late thirties, as the Cousys searched in less crowded areas for
a new place to live, Juliette said to her son, “Roby, look at all the green grass! Someday you’ll
live where there is plenty of it.” And once, touring St. Albans in Queens, she said, as if in a
dream state, “Roby, breathe deep.”Joe and Juliette spoke French at home and German if they
didn’t want their young son to know what they were saying. As a boy, Cooz spoke French,
thought in French, dreamed in French, and talked French in his sleep. But he wanted to be an
American. It didn’t help that he had a speech impediment: his Rs sounded like Ls. His
schoolmates began to call him “Flenchy,” and a speech teacher made him try to say, over and



over, “Around the rugged rock, the ragged rascal ran.” His Ls poured forth: “Alound the lugged
lock . . .”The tension of his parents’ marriage traumatized him. Juliette loomed over the
household. His grandmother, Marie Corlet, lived with them and became his safety net. She
made sure he went to church and didn’t stray from Catholicism. She made him promise that
one day he would attend a Catholic college.Joe Cousy put his taxi in hock in 1939 as a down
payment for a $4,500 house in St. Albans. He and Juliette proved resourceful. They lived, and
cooked, in the bare-walled cellar, and with their son climbed three flights up the back staircase
each night to sleep in the attic, leaving the rest of the house for renters, whose payments
helped cover their mortgage. They rented out a five-room apartment on the first floor, a two-
room apartment on the second, and a single room on the third. Juliette kept the place clean,
and Joe fixed anything that broke. They brought a radio into the cellar to lighten their spirits.
Their house in St. Albans was better than their Manhattan tenement, but that wasn’t saying
much. On summer nights, the attic became an oven. At times when Cousy awoke screaming
from a nightmare, his mother would turn on the light to see welts on his back, the work of
bedbugs.Joe never said much. With his boy, he shared no profound father-son conversations
about his war experience, or in fact any experience. He had been married to another woman
who died during the first war, but Juliette decreed the subject of Joe’s late wife off-limits. Many
years later, when his son was a basketball celebrity, Joe told a sportswriter that he had raced
automobiles before the first war and that, in the 1920s, with his family’s farm reduced by war to
mud, he fixed cars and rented one of his own to drive rich families on tours across Europe.Joe
wasn’t home much. He drove his taxi at all hours, no doubt to escape his wife’s wrath. They
were in the cellar the first time Bob Cousy saw his mother strike his father. Joe was an easy
target: one big room, no place to hide. Juliette smacked his head. Joe did not defend himself.
He did not react at all.“Sale Boche!” Juliette screamed.She would never let him forget that he
had once been in the German army even though he thought of himself as French. Cowering in
a corner, the young Cousy watched his mother come undone. It happened this way more than
once, Juliette calling Joe a dirty German and striking him. Her blows struck with force.
Sometimes Joe threw up his hands in defense, other times not.My poor father, Cousy thought.
He wondered how his father could say nothing. He didn’t want him to strike back. But sit there
and take it? Even as a boy, Cousy understood there was more to it than a wife’s anger at her
husband.2HOUDINIHe escaped to basketball. The seed was planted and nurtured at the
O’Connell Playground in St. Albans, about six blocks from their house on 116th Road. The
park, named for a decorated American soldier killed in 1918 in France, featured ball fields and
a handball court. In the winter, kids played basketball in an empty swimming pool, a basket set
at each end.Long before Auerbach came Arkin: Morty Arkin, short, big-bellied, friendly. The
playground director, he was also the first Jewish man Cousy ever knew. Arkin taught basketball
mechanics to the twelve-year-old Cousy: how to place his hands on the ball, how to spread his
fingers to control it, how to keep his left hand under it for balance, the value of a smooth follow-
through on shots. The boy showed promise. The year before, Cousy had fallen from a tree and
broken his right arm. He learned to play handball left-handed. Arkin told him that might’ve been
the best break he ever had. Cousy went to O’Connell at all hours, hurrying on his walk on
Saturday mornings to get there by eight-thirty when the older boys chose up sides.In autumn
1942, Cousy arrived at Andrew Jackson High School, one of several area high schools named
for presidents (Lincoln, Adams, Cleveland). Lew Grummond, the basketball coach at Jackson,
had won a few championships and a big reputation in Queens. Cousy failed to catch
Grummond’s eye during tryouts and did not make the team during his first two years. But he
played regularly in church leagues, community leagues, and a league sponsored by the Long



Island Daily Press newspaper, and for the Laureltons, a Jewish team—all while working on his
game with Arkin.“Don’t ever be predictable,” Arkin said. “Be sure you can do something
different every time.”The words became Cousy’s mantra. Soon whispers spread about Cousy’s
hotshot skills. The Bayside High School coach, Tom Mullins, heard them and told Grummond,
“My boys tell me that you have a Chinese boy by the name of Couey, who is terrific.” After Arkin
mentioned a French boy named Cousy, Grummond finally noticed him in a Press league game.
Noting how well the boy integrated his left hand, he invited Cousy, as a sophomore, to join the
school’s junior varsity team.Cousy’s self-confidence grew with his success. In basketball, unlike
in everyday speech, he could express himself without impediment. In local leagues he
demonstrated flair, even brashness. Playing for Grummond, though, proved constraining. The
coach had a structured system and demanded that his players submit to it.By Cousy’s junior
year, basketball existed at the center of his life, which made what happened in class that fall
even more devastating. He had a problem with his eleventh grade homeroom teacher—or,
more precisely, she had a problem with him. The school had more students than seats, and so
in homeroom they sat two butts to a seat. Cousy’s seatmate was a loud and obnoxious boy
who frustrated their teacher. Cousy faced the other way, not paying attention as his seatmate
prattled on. Grades came out for the first semester, and the teacher flunked Cousy and his
seatmate in citizenship. Cousy rushed to Grummond to explain and to defend himself.“I never
did anything! Honest to God, I didn’t do anything.”An old-school disciplinarian, Grummond took
the homeroom teacher’s side, meaning Cousy couldn’t play for the school’s basketball team
during the first half of his junior year. It was, he decided, the worst, most unjust and inhumane
thing that could ever happen to a guy in 1944.As he continued to play in local leagues, Cousy
created a buzz among coaches and sportswriters. The schoolboy sportswriter for the New York
Sun, Bill Roeder, heard about the raven-haired boy with startling ball-handling ability. When
Cousy was finally cleared by Grummond to play in a nonleague game against Bryant High
School early in 1945, Roeder was there.“The kid’s reputation in the church league was so great
he sold out the gymnasium. I had difficulty getting into the place,” Roeder later said. He stood
atop a table in the back of the gym.Grummond sensed he was watching a special player that
day and allowed Cousy to play outside the usual structured Andrew Jackson system—to create
and innovate, to attempt shots from multiple angles, including a few long two-handed set shots.
Cousy had waited more than two years for this game. Adrenalized, he scored twenty-eight
points in the victory, nearly as many points as high school teams typically scored in a game at
the time.He started every game the rest of that season. Jackson captured the Public Schools
Athletic League championship in Queens, winning seventeen consecutive games. It qualified
for the city championships at Madison Square Garden but lost in the semifinals to Erasmus
High.In the end-of-the-season team photo, Cousy sits in the front row, one of eleven white
players, all born a few years too late to be eligible to fight in World War II. Cousy’s hands rest
on his knees, his physique lean and underdeveloped, his facial features bony, his hair combed
neatly, a portrait of fresh-faced innocence. There was at least one side benefit to playing on the
team: Cousy relished the opportunity to shower at school after practices. He had never
showered before; at home he had only a bathtub. Showers would become a lifelong fetish; he
took two a day for most of his life.The next season, Jackson won the borough championship
again, and Cousy engaged in a battle for the scoring title in Queens against a black player from
Long Island City High named Vic Hanson, once described in the Long Island Daily Press
sports pages as “the ebon forward.” Hanson played mostly day games, Cousy at night. In the
season’s final game, Cousy’s teammates knew that Hanson led him by twenty points, and so
they passed the ball to him at every chance. He scored twenty-eight points and later was



named captain of the New York Journal-American all-city team. Thanks to a local newspaper
sports cartoonist, the schoolboy magician also gained a nickname that he would carry always:
the Houdini of the Hardwood.—Once or twice during his senior year at Jackson, he found his
way to the front porch of the three Burton sisters, the hot numbers in St. Albans. Cousy noticed
another girl there even lovelier than the sisters; her name was Marie Ritterbusch. He liked her
smile and the fact that she had a nickname, Missie, that to Cousy, with his speech impediment,
was a lot easier to say than Marie.Their relationship began tentatively. For a time in high
school, Missie dated a friend of Cousy’s. Finally, Cousy took her out himself; they went to a
stage play in the city. His classmates had a clear idea of Cousy’s future. His photo in the 1946
Andrew Jackson High School yearbook carries the caption: “Bob Cousy, who plays a mighty
fine game /Will be among those of basketball fame.” Perhaps because he was only six feet tall,
college coaches did not rush to Cousy. Only Holy Cross and Boston College, still largely a
commuter school, offered him scholarships; both were Catholic schools, which appeased his
grandmother. Cousy chose Holy Cross in part because he preferred to live in a campus
dormitory there rather than in a rooming house near BC. As he prepared to leave for Holy
Cross in the fall of 1946, Cousy wanted to see more of Missie, who would remain in New York
to work in the invoice department of the Gertz department store. He knew his mother would
view with distaste any woman he brought home. He was her only child, her cherished son, and
to her no woman could be good enough for him. He feared he would hear his mother cry out,
for no good reason, “Sale Boche.” The dread only increased later as he began to court Missie
seriously. He knew the time would come when he would introduce his mother to a young
woman named Ritterbusch.3NEW BEGINNINGSCousy rode a midnight train north to New
England in the fall of 1946, the same season the Boston Celtics stumbled into existence as a
member of the Basketball Association of America, one of eleven teams in the Northeast and
Midwest. It was Walter Brown’s doing. A hockey man and sports promoter, Brown had
succeeded his father as president of the Boston Garden-Arena Corporation in 1937. He
cofounded the Ice Capades three years later and then, in 1946, joined with other BAA
franchise owners seeking to fill dates on winter nights when the hockey teams or ice shows
weren’t performing and their arenas were dark. Why not give pro basketball a chance?
Franchise owners chose as the BAA’s new president Maurice Podoloff, a portly Ukrainian-born
attorney (Yale Law class of 1915) already serving as the American Hockey League
commissioner.The 1946 Celtics weren’t very good, at least at basketball. Some had other skills.
Kevin Connors, a six-foot-five forward, couldn’t shoot but he gave a great after-dinner speech.
Across New England he delivered talks about the Celtics, trying to generate publicity and sell a
few tickets. Mostly he apologized for the team. He missed three out of every four shots he took
and lasted little more than a season. Connors would change his first name professionally to
Chuck and play professional baseball and then become a Hollywood actor, starring in the TV
series The Rifleman. (“He went from worst shot in the East,” Tom Heinsohn says, “to the best
shot in the West.”)At the Celtics’ first home game in history—November 5, 1946, an election
night, when John F. Kennedy first won a seat in Congress—Connors took a set shot during
pregame warmups, and the glass backboard at the Arena shattered, broken shards falling to
the hardwood floor in a thousand glittering crystals. It took an hour of mad scrambling to find a
replacement backboard. The Boston Arena organist played happy tunes to kill time, and the
Celtics engaged in intramural shooting contests at the other basket. The Celtics lost that home
opener.It wasn’t just that the Celtics lost 147 of 236 games during their initial four seasons, or
that Brown, a ruddy-faced Irishman with a warm heart and a big temper, had hemorrhaged
$500,000 and mortgaged his house to keep his team alive. Boston sports fans simply weren’t



interested in pro basketball. In a region of lakes, ponds, and rinks, they were more enamored
with hockey and the Bruins; college basketball, particularly with the startling rise of Holy Cross;
and baseball and the Red Sox, especially their star, Ted Williams.The Celtics, on the other
hand, seemed to interest hardly anyone. They averaged just 3,600 fans per game during their
first two seasons in the BAA, leaving about 10,000 seats empty. While Williams, his gorgeous
swing unaffected by three years of military service, hit .342 with thirty-eight home runs in 1946,
the first amalgam of Celtics, put together hastily during the thirty-two days preceding the
season opener, finished tied with the Toronto Huskies in last place.The face of pro basketball
was Big George Mikan of the Minneapolis Lakers. Slow afoot as he was at six-foot-ten and 245
pounds, Mikan did what he had to do. No center in the BAA could handle him. His teammate
Swede Carlson loved to hear the sound of air escaping from the lungs of opposing players who
ran into screens set by Mikan. More than once, Cousy saw his slim teammate Ed Macauley
walk down a city street, bump into a lamppost, and say, “Oh, sorry, George!”Old-time
sportswriters turned away from the pro game, some mocking the tall players as pituitary goons
and physical freaks. Ned Irish, president of the Knicks, fretted over how to make pro basketball
seem major league to New York City fans, especially when arriving teams came from outposts
like Rochester, Fort Wayne, or Providence. In a burst of marketing ingenuity, Irish got around
the problem on December 13, 1949, when the Madison Square Garden marquee read: GEO
MIKAN VS KNICKS.You did what you had to do. The Washington Capitols’ excitable young
coach, Arnold (Red) Auerbach, just twenty-nine, built his first BAA team in 1946 in his own
resourceful way. Auerbach had been in the navy for three years and knew talented players,
who knew other talented players. He worked the phones. To Auerbach, the best ball handlers
came from New York, the best rebounders from the West and Midwest, the best shooters from
the South. He sought a diversified offense. He first signed Bob Feerick, a navy buddy, a six-foot-
three guard with an unorthodox one-handed set shot, who had played at Santa Clara, and
named him captain. Feerick suggested guard Fred Scolari, who had failed to make varsity at
the University of San Francisco. Scolari walked into the gym, and Auerbach couldn’t believe
what he saw: “He looked like some fat broad in slacks.” Scolari was five-foot-ten, with paper-
thin arms. But Fat Freddie, as he was known, had the fastest hands in the league: He could
play. The lanky Horace (Bones) McKinney was on a train to Chicago to sign with the Stags, but
only until Auerbach intercepted him on a stop in Washington. He fed him steak and ice cream
and a lot of promises. They went to the restroom and there Auerbach signed him. He later
signed ex-navy man John Norlander, center John Mahnken, who played at Georgetown on
Elmer Ripley’s prewar teams, and Irv Torgoff, a guard on Coach Clair Bee’s Long Island
University team in the thirties. Torgoff was nine months older than Auerbach, but the young
coach liked his experience. The Capitols won seventeen games in a row during that season
and finished 49-11, the BAA’s best record. A half century and more later, Auerbach puffed on a
cigar and said, “The Knicks thought that they could just get these New York guys and beat the
world, that all of basketball was there. But it wasn’t. . . . Like everybody said, ‘The smartest
ballplayers by far are these Jewish guards in New York.’” Auerbach clenched the cigar in his
teeth. “Bullshit,” he said.Tony Lavelli did what he had to do, too. As the Celtics’ first-round draft
pick in 1949, Lavelli brought his miraculous hook shot from Yale. He was six-foot-four and
gentlemanly, not an ounce of meanness in him. Opponents, less talented and more physical,
pushed and elbowed Lavelli, knocked him around. A man of music who fancied Gershwin and
Cole Porter, Lavelli played the accordion. That first season, he landed a $13,000 salary from
Walter Brown, plus a separate $125-a-game contract from Podoloff for playing his accordion to
entertain fans during halftimes at twenty-five games.At halftimes, Lavelli rested in the locker



room for a few minutes, then put on his sweats, grabbed his accordion, and went out to center
court. He played “Granada” and “Lady of Spain.” He danced a little, sang a little, and sprinkled
in some comedy. His Celtics career ended a year later, at which point he played for the Knicks
and attended the Juilliard School of Music. Later, Lavelli traveled with the Harlem Globetrotters,
playing against them in games and playing his accordion at halftimes.—From the moment he
set foot in Worcester, Cousy felt more at peace. So much smaller and quieter than New York,
Worcester, its population soon peaking at about 200,000, allowed Cousy to think unhurried
thoughts. It felt like a refuge. The Holy Cross campus, with its rolling hills, was lovely. Downtown
Worcester flourished with businesses along Main Street, and down the road in Shrewsbury
young people flocked to the White City amusement park to ride the Zip. Settled in 1673,
Worcester had its own place in American revolutionary history. Future president John Adams
spent several years there during the mid-1750s as a schoolteacher. And on July 14, 1776,
Isaiah Thomas, editor of the radical Massachusetts Spy, stood at the steps of the Old South
Church in Worcester and made the first public reading of the Declaration of Independence.At
Holy Cross, Cousy’s reputation for basketball cunning and derring-do built slowly, much as it
had at Andrew Jackson. He remained rail thin, with narrow shoulders. The Crusaders, with
Coach Doggie Julian running a two-platoon system, won the NCAA title in 1947, beating Navy,
City College of New York, and Oklahoma in a remarkable underdog’s run through the
tournament. Cousy, just eighteen, manned the second platoon. He wasn’t the star: George
Kaftan was.“He arrived with a reputation,” Kaftan says, that of a stylish playmaker. But, Kaftan
adds, “In college you play the system. Give-and-gos, pick-and-rolls.” Kaftan was the smiling
Greek golden boy, and Cousy, to one sportswriter at least, was “the taciturn Frenchman, who
took basketball with a business-like seriousness.”The future sportswriter Dave Anderson
arrived at Holy Cross as a freshman in 1947 and watched Cousy during practices in the old
barn on campus. At Thanksgiving, Anderson went home to Brooklyn and told his friends, “I saw
the greatest basketball player I’ve ever seen! Wait till you see this guy.”Even so, Cousy was still
finding himself. Back home in Queens, Missie sensed his discomfort. “One night he asked me if
I would write to him,” she said, “because he was lonely.” Noting his serious demeanor, Al
Hirshberg, sports columnist of The Boston Post, wrote, “Cousy is not a man to make friends
easily. If he’s talking basketball, he talks well but he has to be drawn out. Words do not come
easily to him. He also has a vague air of independence, a severe indifference to what others
think of him, and a suspicion of strangers which is eliminated only after he is certain that their
intentions towards him are honorable.”Cousy struggled with Julian, a taskmaster coach. He
missed an afternoon practice after attending a dance the previous night at a girls’ school two
hours away; he didn’t return to campus in time. As punishment, Julian benched him at the start
of the next game against Loyola of Chicago at Boston Arena. He called for Cousy with only
thirty seconds remaining in the first half, but Cousy refused to enter the game, a decision he
later regretted. His ego got the best of him. Late in the game, with Holy Cross trailing by seven
points, the crowd chanted Cousy’s name. Julian called for him, and he led the Crusaders to a
stirring comeback victory. His relationship with Julian, though, was irretrievably broken.In time,
a new coach, Buster Sheary, took over, and soon Cousy was dominating games, and
headlines. “Our new coach is a very good man,” Cousy wrote in a letter to Missie in September
1948, before the start of his junior season. “Comparing him and Julian is like comparing black
and white. I’m sure we’ll have a very good season under him. He is a very strict disciplinarian
but I’m afraid that is what we need.”Holy Cross brought structure to Cousy’s life and to his
thinking. He rose early for morning Mass, wore jacket and tie to class, practiced with the
Crusaders in the afternoon, and studied at night. His classes, taught mostly by priests in robes,



reflected the intellectual rigor and humanistic philosophies of a Jesuit education. Most of his
courses were required, with little room for electives. Through homilies and Jesuit teachings,
Cousy’s Holy Cross curriculum emphasized the importance of serving others. Majoring in
business, Cousy took classes entitled Logic, The Sacraments and the Mass, General Ethics,
Epistemology, God and Redemption, Urban Sociology, and Applied Economics. He took four
semesters of advanced French, a “softie” for him since that was his first language; even so, as
a boy he’d learned only to speak French, not to read or write it. He was merely an average
student, but became more focused as an upperclassman, and made the dean’s list. Thinking
about prejudice and racism, Cousy wrote a senior thesis in 1950 on the persecution of minority
groups, with a focus on anti-Semitism.His relationship with Missie deepened over the course of
a torrent of late-night letters between St. Albans and Worcester. They had agreed that they
could date others, but in the fall of 1947, when Missie saw Cousy with another girl at a favorite
haunt back in St. Albans, she was wounded. She wrote him a candid letter:It made me feel like
I was fourteen again and caught my steady out with another girl. To me that’s a horrible feeling.
Since I was fourteen I’ve done everything not to feel like that. That’s one of the reasons I don’t
tie strings to anyone. . . . My feelings don’t get hurt easily so please give it to me straight, O.K.
Love, Missie.Stirred by her words, Cousy wrote back an hour after receiving her letter:Honest
to goodness Miss I really didn’t see you. Gee I wish there was something I could do or say to
really convince you. . . . I tried to make it plain how I felt about you even tho you kept your
feelings pretty much hidden but you seemed to think I was handing you a line. Believe me Miss
I wasn’t. I hope this clears everything up.By the following fall they’d grown closer. In October
1948, Cousy began his letter, “My Darling.” He wrote, “It’s funny every time I have anything to
do with any girls it increases my love for you. When I come back from a date I would give all
the money I own to have you close to me. I suppose that’s because sub-consciously I compare
the girl with you and it makes me realize more and more that you’re the most wonderful girl in
the world.” In another letter that fall, he wrote of missing her deeply. “I suppose it’s good in a
way but it isn’t doing my studying or classwork any good. My mind keeps wandering and
someday the priest is liable to ask me a question and I’ll probably blurt out your name. I have to
see you soon Missie to hold you, to kiss you. I know I couldn’t stand waiting till Christmas.”But
their relationship cooled, and they broke up later in his junior year. Only twenty, and suddenly
an unattached big man on campus, Cousy became involved with a different woman. A year
passed before he would speak with Missie again.It was a time of conservatism in America and
in basketball. Most college coaches insisted on strict regimentation on the court, rigid offenses
built on structured passing, two-handed set shots, and cuts to the basket. No jump shot for him
—Cousy favored a one-handed push shot, refusing to commit to the air and limit his options.
Some coaches in the Midwest wouldn’t permit a player to shoot a hook shot; if a player tried it,
his coach might yank him from the game. A behind-the-back pass might mean expulsion from
the team. Cousy figured he received outsized exposure because he was the only one
attempting such fancy maneuvers, even during summers in the Catskills, where he served as a
waiter and played outdoor games on lighted courts to entertain guests at Tamarack Lodge. The
Holy Cross Crusaders soon became known in Boston’s sports pages as the athletic clubs,
Fancy Pants A.C. and Cousy A.C.Holy Cross drew big crowds at Boston Garden, much bigger
than the Celtics, including a few sellouts in doubleheaders. Gerry Ahern of The Boston Post
wrote in 1949 that Cousy was the main attraction: “To Holy Cross games in Boston, not yet an
enthusiastic basketball center, the stylist draws hundreds of non-basketball fans who merely
are intrigued by his slick athletic performances. . . . He plays with a deadpan expression that
makes him look cold and uninterested, but that appearance is a cover-up for intense



emotions.”The date that Cousy became Cooz is carved in stone: January 11, 1949. On that
day, during his junior season at Holy Cross, more than simply last-second heroics beat Loyola
of Chicago at Boston Garden. It was a signature moment for an artist in the making.A few
weeks before the Loyola game, Sheary told Cousy that he needed to further develop the
dexterity and coordination of his left hand: “They’re overplaying your right side. Everybody
knows you’re going to shoot with the right hand.” Sheary suggested how to improve: “Open
doors with your left hand. Shake hands with your left hand. Carry your books with your left
hand. And if you can, come up to the gym early and work on your left hand. You need a better
left hand.” This echoed Arkin’s advice from years before. Alone in the gym before team
practices, Cousy worked on left-handed dribbling and hook shots.Against Loyola, the score
tied, 57-all, the Crusaders inbounded the ball from midcourt with eighty-seven seconds
remaining. They stalled, shuttling the ball out near midcourt as the Loyola defense sagged and
waited for the Crusaders to attack the basket. Cousy, wearing a white T-shirt beneath purple
jersey No. 17, positioned himself way out on the left perimeter. Sheary wanted one last shot
and had ordered no attempt made before ten seconds remained. The red second hand moved
inexorably around the face of the big Boston Garden clock. The crowd of more than ten
thousand stood as one.Finally the ball came to Cousy. He dribbled toward the free throw line,
overplayed to his right by a Loyola defender. Then, improvising and putting his big hands and
long arms to good use, he stopped short and whisked the ball behind his back, gaining a step
on the defender. As the ball came smoothly into his left hand, Cousy cut on a diagonal and
then, into the air, from about fifteen feet, swept seamlessly into a left-handed hook shot. It
banked in with nine seconds to play for what became the game winner.According to the Boston
Herald, “The atomic, chain-reaction explosion that ran up to the last row of the top balcony was
deafening.”Afterward, Cousy’s teammate and best friend, Frank Oftring, said, “He’s done
something like it in practice—I’ve seen him dribble in and spin with the ball—but I never saw
him make this precise play in practice.”This shot would assume a special place in the Cousy
canon. Certainly there was ego in it, the very idea that Cousy sought to create a dribbling move
and shot that no one had seen before and to execute it at the game’s most critical moment.
What if he had missed that shot? What if Holy Cross had lost instead of won? Then who would
he have been? Just a failed showman.Sheary leaped from the bench when he realized Cousy
was shooting with his left hand. “I was on my way out to strangle him,” Sheary said. “But when
it went in I skidded to a stop. He looked right at me and seemed to say: ‘How’s my left hand
now?’”Sportswriters asked Cousy if he had been practicing this move. “I don’t know where that
came from,” he said. “I have a basketball imagination. That was the thing to do. That’s what was
called for.”He became the talk of the town. The Boston Globe artist Gene Mack drew a cartoon
of Cousy spinning a defender into confusion as he dribbled the ball behind his back. The Holy
Cross publicity department sent letters to leading college coaches across the nation to solicit
testimonials about Cousy. Two years earlier, the Boston Braves had mailed a brochure detailing
the exploits of third baseman Bob Elliott, who then won the 1947 National League Most
Valuable Player award. It worked to great effect here, too: Adolph Rupp, the noted Kentucky
coach, wrote back that Cousy was surely one of the nation’s finest players. In early March,
Look magazine produced a glossy four-page photo spread on a day in the life of Cousy at Holy
Cross, featuring images of Cousy leaping for a rebound against Harvard, playing billiards,
walking across campus with Oftring, wearing his letterman’s sweater in the dining hall, and
kneeling beside Oftring in noontime prayer.The Crusaders finished a disappointing 19-8 that
season, but bigger results lay ahead in 1950. For coach Buster Sheary, Cousy’s game-winner
against Loyola was a portent. “This boy was made for basketball and basketball was made for



this boy,” Sheary later said.—From the talk of the town, Cousy, in the winter of 1950, became
the talk of the nation. The Crusaders won twenty-six consecutive games at the outset of the
1949–50 season and were ranked No. 1 in the Associated Press’s NCAA poll for five weeks.
Most games weren’t even close. Holy Cross led the nation in scoring margin, at more than
seventeen points per game. Earle Markey, a freshman on the team, practiced each day against
Cousy, a senior. “You want to learn fast?” Markey says rhetorically. Cousy wanted to win in
practice as much as in games. “He was intense.”Another national title seemed possible. But
Cousy’s final college season crashed to earth in an 87–74 defeat to North Carolina State in the
opening round of the NCAA Tournament. Still, the Crusaders finished fourth in the final AP poll,
and the nation’s basketball writers named Cousy, a three-time All-American, as the nation’s
most outstanding college player.At the time, Cousy searched for ways to leverage his growing
celebrity. He and Oftring paid visits to local bank presidents, seeking business advice. One
suggested they open a string of service stations. They trained for two weeks in a program run
by Texaco and then put on their service attendant uniforms for three days for a grand opening
of the Cousy and Oftring service station at the corner of Main and Piedmont streets, near the
heart of downtown Worcester.“People would bring their car for a tune-up,” Cousy says, “and
Frank and I would empty the hydromatic instead of the oil.” They soon sold the business.They
turned to the Cousy and Oftring Driving School, with Cooz, in a 1950 Plymouth, giving driving
lessons to housewives in Worcester. Women took driving instruction better than men, he
learned, though not always with better results. Cousy rehearsed with one woman how to use a
clutch and emergency brake while driving up a steep hill he knew was on the route used during
formal driving tests. When test day came, the inspector sat in the front seat beside the woman,
while Cousy took the backseat with instructions not to say a word. The woman was beyond
nervous and, when asked to drive up the same hill, she inadvertently threw the Plymouth in
reverse and pressed the accelerator, and the car leaped over the curb and cut a groove in Mrs.
Murphy’s lawn before coming to a sudden halt. It was all Cousy could do not to scream.He had
more luck with the Bob Cousy All-Stars. He joined with some of his Holy Cross teammates to
tour New England. They were celebrities of sorts. They had won an NCAA championship and
been in the newspapers for four years. On tour, they played to big crowds, and the players
pocketed good money.Cousy had yet to see a National Basketball Association game. He
wondered if the league would last. In spring 1950, the NBA was finishing its first season. Born
of a merger between the BAA and the National Basketball League, it encompassed seventeen
teams in three divisions, including a few in places Cousy couldn’t find on a map, like
Sheboygan (Wisconsin), Anderson (Indiana), and Waterloo (Iowa). Kaftan, his former Holy
Cross teammate, was playing for the Celtics during that inaugural NBA season, when some
teams played games in high school gyms. “You had to be careful what you said, and what you
did, in these local towns,” Kaftan says. “Everything closed down at ten o’clock.”Cousy had
heard more about the Harlem Globetrotters, an all-black team that barnstormed with their
clowning bag of tricks. He heard stories about guard Marques Haynes sliding to his knees
during his dribbling act, and center Goose Tatum hiding a basketball beneath his jersey and
yukking it up with the crowd. Sometimes, Tatum would score on a hook and say to his
defender, “How’d you like that, young white boy?” That April, the Globetrotters invited Cousy to
join them on an eighteen-city cross-country tour as a member of the opposing College All-
Americans, coached by Long Island’s Clair Bee, Oklahoma A&M’s Hank Iba, and DePaul’s Ray
Meyer. Abe Saperstein, the Globetrotters’ owner, offered Cousy five hundred dollars per game,
more than he was paying his Globetrotter players.With his own tour under way, Cousy was able
to squeeze in only three appearances against the Globetrotters, on April 2 in Chicago and April



17–18 in Philadelphia and Buffalo. Cousy didn’t think much of the Trotters’ basketball skills:
“They used to win three hundred sixty-six games in a row. But we all knew that it was a show.”A
show indeed: Cousy and his teammates ran through a flaming hoop onto the court, and
jugglers from France and Mexico performed at halftime along with a drum major twirling
flaming batons while riding a unicycle. The game program touted the Trotters’ season record as
153-2 and added, “Approximately one month from tonight they will be putting on their dazzling
show at the Palais Des Sports in gay old Paris. After that they will fly to London for a series of
games at Wembley Stadium, then on to Belgium, Holland, Switzerland, Spain and Italy. The
name—Globetrotters—is, indeed, no misnomer!”Cousy was fast becoming a basketball
showman, but the Globetrotters took showmanship to a different comedic level. He thought
they were the only basketball professionals who promoted their games vigorously. The three
games he played against the Trotters were competitive; Cousy knew that if the All-Americans
fell too far behind, the Trotters would move into their ham-it-up stalling act, which would be
humiliating. He and his College All-American teammates played to win, and won two of
Cousy’s three games, including one by twenty-one points. Cousy covered Haynes, one stylish
dribbler against another, and was impressed by his ball-handling mastery, less so by his
shooting. Two of the Globetrotters, Nat (Sweetwater) Clifton and Chuck Cooper, figured
prominently in his near future.A man watching from the crowd in Buffalo, Ben Kerner, also
figured prominently in Cousy’s future. Seeing Cousy play against the Globetrotters that night,
Kerner, owner of the NBA’s Tri-Cities Blackhawks, was dazzled. He decided that Cousy was
the greatest college player he had ever seen.4THE CELTICSAround the NBA, opinions varied
on Cousy’s potential. Tony Lavelli said, “The kid can’t miss. He’s got everything.” But Rochester
Royals owner Lester Harrison called Cousy’s on-court flourish “bush league stuff, good enough
for colleges.” He insisted his guard Bob Davies could make the same flashy moves, but the
Royals wouldn’t let him. “This is professional basketball and you don’t make fools of other pros,”
Harrison said.Friends assured Cousy that the Celtics would select him with the first pick in the
draft. Taking Cousy seemed logical and commercially prudent for the Celtics. As a local Holy
Cross star, Cousy would draw big crowds to the Garden, and since he and Missie wanted to
live in Worcester, it was perfect.But when his phone rang on draft day, April 25, 1950, a
reporter told him he had been drafted by the Tri-Cities Blackhawks.“Where the hell is Tri-
Cities?” Cousy said.Answer: Along the banks of the Mississippi River, on the border of Illinois
(Moline, Rock Island) and Iowa (Davenport). Ben Kerner, with images of Cousy’s performance
against the Globetrotters fresh in his mind, got his man with the third pick in the first
round.Cousy, in a tiff, told the reporter he would not play for Tri-Cities. He said he would play
only for Boston or Syracuse. Cousy said he had a driving school, which now had three cars
running full time, and soon he would have a wife. He was also thinking about creating another
tour for his Bob Cousy All-Stars and maybe playing more regularly against the
Globetrotters.Moline, Illinois?The Celtics, with the first pick, had turned away from Cousy to
select a big man, six-foot-eleven center Charlie Share of Bowling Green State University. What
Boston sportswriters didn’t know was that Walter Brown had hired Red Auerbach as his new
coach only a few days before. As a sports promoter involved with the Boston Marathon and
about to purchase the Boston Bruins, Brown knew Boston’s sportswriters, and needed them,
and occasionally even loaned them money that wasn’t paid back. He had gathered at Freddie’s
Deli months before with a trusted group of radio broadcasters and local sportswriters, including
Joe Looney of the Herald and Sam Brogna of the Daily Record, and laid bare his dilemma.“You
guys are my friends and you’ve been closer to this team than anyone else,” Brown said. “So I
want to know—who do you think should coach the Celtics?”Auerbach, coaching Kerner’s Tri-



Cities team in Iowa, was one of their suggestions. Soon after, Brown contacted Kerner and
received permission to interview Auerbach. During their conversation, Brown told Auerbach the
Celtics were losing money and he couldn’t offer much security.“If we are still in business next
year, we can talk about raises,” Brown said. “What do you say?”Auerbach accepted.Though it
wouldn’t be known for another day or two, Auerbach had made the decision to go for Share
over Cousy. He had watched Cousy play a game against the Globetrotters. “I just wasn’t too
impressed,” Auerbach said later.Kerner heard about Cousy’s rejection of Tri-Cities and boldly
announced that Cousy would play for Tri-Cities or no one in the NBA.Cousy went to see Brown
at his office. “Boston is my town,” Cousy said. “Please do something.”Brown apologized but
said the Celtics needed a big man. They needed Charlie Share. Besides, Brown pointed out
that other Holy Cross players he had drafted in the past hadn’t panned out. In the most polite
way, Brown said there was nothing more he could do.His options limited, Cousy flew to Buffalo
to see Kerner. He asked for a $10,000 salary. Kerner blanched and offered $6,000. Cousy flew
home without a contract.—A Boston Garden publicist introduced the new coach, Red
Auerbach, to Sam Cohen, sports editor of the Daily Record. Cohen sized him up quickly:
abrasive and full of himself, a bum of a navy man who must have spent too much time rocking
on the high seas. But he thought Auerbach’s wife, Dorothy, beautiful and classy, and so he got
to thinking that maybe he ought to give Auerbach a chance. Maybe there was more to him than
met the eye.Talk of Cousy, and how the Celtics had passed him up in the draft the day before,
consumed the press conference announcing Auerbach’s hiring. Jerry Nason of the Globe
wondered aloud in his column, “Is Walter Brown public enemy or public benefactor No. 1 in
passing up Bob Cousy, Holy Cross glamor guy, in the pro basket ball draft?” Nason’s answer:
“Brown was cooking on all cerebral burners when he drafted Giant Chuck Share instead of
Cousy.”Sportswriters had told Brown about Auerbach. They said he was smart, full of moxie,
and in personality a pugilist. They said he studied the nuances of the game and harassed
referees with impunity. Auerbach had produced an impressive 115-53 record in three seasons
as coach in Washington; in his one season with Tri-Cities, he made deals involving twenty-eight
players over six weeks to transform a last-place team into a contender. “I know what I want in a
ball player,” Auerbach said. He also knew what he wanted in the league schedule. The
Philadelphia Warriors’ owner, Eddie Gottlieb, created the schedule on a legal pad that he
carried with him at all times. Auerbach didn’t like it when his team was forced to travel from
Washington or Boston to Chicago and then back to Washington and then to St. Louis. That
cost too much money and added unnecessary wear and tear on his players. He protested
loudly to Gottlieb. A good listener, Gotty, as he was known, took out his pencil and pad and
erased a date or two. “Okay,” he told Auerbach, pointing to the changes he had made. “I took
care of this. I put you here.”Auerbach, us-against-the-world battler, was convinced of a vast
conspiracy in league headquarters that favored the Knicks—a strong New York team was said
to be good for the league—and the Philadelphia Warriors. Gottlieb, he knew, kept not only the
league schedule in his pocket but also the league’s referees. Auerbach believed NBA president
Podoloff masterminded this conspiracy and that some sportswriters were in on it. And so were
referees, especially his prime antagonist, the volatile Sid Borgia.This much Auerbach knew:
They were all out to screw Red Auerbach.In conversation Auerbach put people on the
defensive instantly.“What time is practice?” one of his players asked.“Who wants to know?”
Auerbach answered.He greatly admired Harry Truman and General Douglas MacArthur for
their no-nonsense manner. He said he did not want to be stereotyped as a “typical, wise-ass
Brooklyn character” from Thoity-thoid Street even if the stereotype fit. Soon he would teach his
two young daughters two essential life lessons: 1. How to shake hands (firmly while making



eye contact), and 2. How to make a fist. When his eight-year-old daughter Nancy slugged
another girl, he couldn’t have been more proud. He coached the Celtics through rigorous two-a-
day practices during training camp with a whistle and an attitude, sometimes turning his chair
backward and sitting to watch his players run wind sprints in the gym, taking note of who
excelled and who didn’t.His players were about to learn some of Auerbach’s aphorisms: “You
can’t shit an old shitter,” and “That’s false hustle,” and “When a man has the ball watch his hips.
He can’t go anywhere without them.” He also liked to say: “You know what BOSS spelled
backwards is? Double S-O-B.”Now, at the press conference, Brown began, “Meet Red
Auerbach. He tells me he always wanted to coach basketball in Boston. The opportunity has
come. How long he holds the job depends on what he makes of the sport during the coming
season.”“I don’t give a darn for sentiment or names,” Auerbach said, pugnaciously. “That goes
for Cousy or anybody else. A local yokel doesn’t bring more than a dozen extra fans into your
building. But a winning team does, and that’s what I aim to have.” He might have mentioned
that Baltimore, selecting after Boston, passed on Cousy, too, in favor of Wisconsin forward Don
Rehfeldt.Instead he said, “I’m going to build Boston basketball to the level of Syracuse and
Rochester”—big talk for a young coach.Sitting beside Auerbach, Brown tried his best. Wearing
a suit, his hair slicked back, Brown put it like this: “I’d love to have Cousy, but we’ve had that
hole in the middle for four years and I had to have Share. I laid awake all night before draft
meetings, trying to get up enough courage to pass up Cousy for the big man.’’Then Auerbach
barked, “If there was an open draft in the professional league, I’d wager that at least eleven of
the [twelve] clubs would take Share as their first choice.” He also seemed ecstatic about
acquiring center Ed Macauley, the leading scorer from the just-folded St. Louis Bombers.
“Macauley is the second best center in the league to Mikan now,” Auerbach said, “and as time
goes on I feel he’ll be the best. He is unselfish as a team player.”As for Cousy, Auerbach
insisted, “He still has to learn what to do when he doesn’t have the ball.”Auerbach’s comments
in the Boston sports pages disappointed Cousy. The Boston Traveler had a more prescient
spin on the press conference, though, suggesting that, given Cousy’s wish not to play for Tri-
Cities, “[Walter] Brown also stands a good chance of getting the Worcester Wizard.” “Owning a
player who won’t sign,” the Traveler’s Tom Monahan wrote, “is like owning a hole in the head.
So the possibilities are very good indeed that Brown will be able to wangle Cousy back
home.”—The NBA was in turmoil. Five of the seventeen franchises had dropped out a year
earlier, after that first season. The old National Basketball League was attempting a revival,
and so NBA owners moved to sign top players. Kerner wanted guard Frankie Brian, a big
scorer for the defunct Anderson club, but the Chicago Stags owned Brian’s NBA rights. No one
told Cousy, but Kerner traded him to Chicago for Brian. Then Chicago folded.Utter chaos.
Podoloff oversaw a dispersal draft for Chicago’s players on October 5, 1950, at New York’s
Park Sheraton Hotel. It all went smoothly, each player assigned team by team, until only three
Stags guards remained—Max Zaslofsky, a four-time all-star, veteran Andy Phillip, and Cousy.
Brown wanted Zaslofsky, but so did the Knicks’ Ned Irish and Philadelphia’s Gottlieb. Irish
insisted Zaslofsky would appeal to New York’s large base of Jewish fans. Gottlieb wouldn’t give
in, and neither would Brown. Voices grew loud, tensions rose.Podoloff decided to put the three
players’ names in a fedora handed over by Syracuse Nationals owner Danny
Biasone.“Whoever you draw,” Podoloff said to Brown, Irish, and Gottlieb, “that’s who you
got.”Brown had the first pick from the hat, but offered it to Irish, saying, “Ned, I had the first
draw in the other two drafts, you can draw first now.” Brown regretted that gentlemanly act
when Irish drew Zaslofsky’s name.Now it was Brown’s turn, and he wanted Phillip, a fine
playmaker. He drew Cousy’s name instead. “I figured I’d got the dirty end of the stick all



around,” Brown said.On a visit home, Cousy waited in St. Albans at his parents’ house,
expecting Kerner to call and tell him when to report to Tri-Cities. Cousy didn’t know that he had
been traded to a team that had folded, or that his name had been pulled from a fedora in a
New York City hotel room.The phone finally rang, postmidnight, not Ben Kerner on the line but
Walter Brown, saying to Cousy, “Get in your car and drive back to Boston. You’re with
us.”Cousy was ecstatic, Auerbach considerably less so. But the coach harbored no hard
feelings. He didn’t like Cousy’s fancy passes—“monkey business,” he called them—but he
would take care of that. Auerbach quickly came to respect Cousy’s determination and devotion
to basketball as a craft. After Cousy’s first practice with the Celtics at the Fargo Building in
South Boston, Auerbach whispered to the team’s publicist, Howie McHugh, “He’s going to be
one of the great ones.” That fall, Auerbach named Cousy his team captain, a rare honor for a
rookie and a role he would retain for thirteen seasons.By design, Auerbach kept at a remove
from his players. To him this was a business; he might need to trade or release a player and he
wouldn’t be compromised by friendship. Over time, his relationship with Cousy would challenge
that. To the rest of the world he was “Red,” but Cousy, who struggled to pronounce his Rs
(especially when it was the first letter of a word or name), called him Arnold, and only
Auerbach’s wife, Dorothy, did that.The two men couldn’t have been more different in
personality. To Cousy, Arnold Auerbach could be contentious and rude, hardly lovable, but he
began to feel a deeper connection with his coach. “Arnold and I came rolling out of those
ghettos ready to fight, fight, kill, kill!” Cousy says. Once the two men realized they shared an
intense desire to win, Cousy says, “Christ, we bonded.”Tony Lavelli was still on the team during
that 1950 exhibition season. Early in one game, an animated Lavelli returned to the Celtics
huddle during a time-out, and Cousy heard him say, “Fellows, let’s get mad! Let’s get REALLY
mad!” To Cousy, this was odd in the extreme. Did he just say . . . fellows? Cousy read his
teammates’ expressions: Is Lavelli out of his mind? At halftime, while Auerbach was laying out
the game plan for the second half, Cousy saw Lavelli leave the locker room, accordion in hand.
He wondered what Auerbach thought of that.He got his answer: In a flash, Lavelli was
released, a member of the Celtics no more. Arnold Auerbach could handle a little monkey
business, but not an accordion player.—It was after Cousy’s graduation that Missie, working as
a waitress for the summer, had sent a card for his August 9 birthday. They talked, they met, and
the old sparks caught. In the fall, they became engaged.They married on a Saturday morning
in early December 1950. Both were twenty-two. They squeezed the ceremony onto their
schedule, knowing the Celtics were playing that night. One of his ushers forgot to pick up
Missie and bring her to the church in Worcester. In his pin-striped suit, a boutonniere pinned to
his lapel, Cousy paced nervously as he waited at the church. When Missie finally arrived in her
elegant white, Chantilly lace–over-satin gown, she fought tears, and her mother glared at
Cousy. “I could feel her eyes piercing me from behind,” he says. The ceremony at St. Peter’s
church started twenty-five minutes late as mourners gathered outside, waiting for a funeral to
start. “I think I cried all the way down the aisle,” Missie would say. By the time Father John
Tiernan of Holy Cross blessed them, and they walked outside for the first time as husband and
wife, celebrants tossed rice from one side of the church steps, while on the other mourners
gathered behind a casket, waiting for them to pass.At their wedding reception at the nearby
Syrian-American Club, Cousy discovered the champagne breakfast he had arranged wasn’t
available because an oven blew up in the club’s kitchen the night before, hospitalizing the
caterer. Guests ate cold food and toasted Bob and Missie with tomato juice.Juliette Cousy
wasn’t much in the mood for celebrating. She wore black to the wedding. Privately, Cooz had
told Missie, “Sweetheart, I love you dearly, but if you and I end up like my mother and father, I



can’t live in a relationship like that.” Missie’s late father was of German descent, her mother of
the Irish O’Hanlons. When Cooz came home with Missie Ritterbusch, Juliette glared at her
from the moment she walked in. Missie, meanwhile, thought, Oh my God, his mother is the
crazy French woman! The relationship between his mother and wife just wasn’t going to work,
Cooz knew.There was still a game to play that night against Syracuse at Boston Garden.
Brown had given Cousy twenty-five tickets, so the wedding party drove to Boston. After Cousy
carried Missie over the threshold of their suite at the Hotel Kenmore that afternoon, Father
Tiernan held hands with them. It wasn’t as if he kept Cooz from his amorous intentions.“You
never had sex the day of the game,” Cousy says. “That was one of Auerbach’s Ten
Commandments.”Missie wore a corsage as she sat at Boston Garden that night with other
Celtics wives, and when her husband ran onto the court during pregame introductions, the
organist struck up “Here Comes the Bride.” Cousy scored nineteen points, but the Nationals
beat the Celtics, 86–85. Some of his teammates came up to their hotel suite after the
game.Cousy’s celebrity at this early hour was such that Ed Sullivan, in his gossipy theater
column in the New York Daily News, wrote, “Garbo dating George Schlee . . . Ex-Holy Cross
cage star, Bob Cousy, and lovely Marie Ritterbusch honeymooning . . . Howard Hughes
personally supervising the most minute details of Faith Domergue’s trip to N.Y. . . .”It wasn’t
much of a honeymoon for the Cousys. The next day, a Sunday, they attended a play, their
tickets a wedding gift from Brown. They saw Death of a Salesman—“not the most exhilarating
play,” Cousy says, “to see on your honeymoon.”5ROUGH AND TUMBLEAuerbach opined,
Cousy listened: “Every time a pass is dropped, it’s your fault.” From the start, Auerbach laid
down the law. “I don’t care if you throw it behind your back, between your legs, off your ear, or
how,” he said, “just as long as the guy it’s meant for catches it. The criterion of a great passer is
the completion of the pass.”Auerbach told one writer about Cousy, “His receivers are highly-
coordinated, well-conditioned men, so it stands to reason that ninety per cent of the time a
pass is dropped it’s Cousy’s fault.”Cousy viewed it differently, though not until 1960, when his
career was a decade old, would he publicly state his view. “After a man has played with me for
a few weeks,” Cousy said, “there is no excuse for his being fooled.”Auerbach admitted Cousy’s
dribbling was an effective weapon. In Cousy’s four seasons before the adoption of the twenty-
four-second clock in the 1954–55 NBA season, Auerbach, with a six- or eight-point lead with a
few minutes to play, instructed him to dribble out the clock. His posture low to the floor, Cousy
dribbled this way and that way, his right hand dominant, opponents lunging but unable to take
the ball from him, cursing at him and threatening to knock him into the second balcony. His
fancy dribbling maddened and sometimes embarrassed opponents, entertained home crowds,
and infuriated gamblers worried about the point spread. At Madison Square Garden, Cousy
saw irate gamblers appear from out of the thick cigarette haze. Cousy was costing them
money. They ran almost onto the court and screamed obscenities at him for his dribbling
antics.Cousy wasn’t the only target. On other occasions on the road, inflamed by nothing in
particular, matronly women rushed onto the court between halves to swing their handbags at
Celtics players or jab them with the points of umbrellas. As the Celtics passed under the stands
en route to their dressing rooms, some fans spat down at them.The early NBA seemed an odd
hybrid of pro wrestling and vaudeville. In November 1950, the Fort Wayne Pistons stalled to
keep the Minneapolis Lakers’ Mikan from scoring. The Pistons took just thirteen shots in the
game, one every four minutes. Minneapolis fans booed as the Pistons held the ball for minutes
at a time. Fans threw pennies, oranges, and a shoe onto the court. But the stall worked: Fort
Wayne won, 19–18.Every night, NBA referees, with veins popping, blew their whistles, and
coaches screamed and heaved rolled-up game programs into the crowd. Fistfights broke out



on the court among players and coaches and fans, and then along came Cousy, stealing the
moment in a more artful way. The NBA game slowly evolved. Soon, a player needed more than
a set shot. He needed a hook (left and right), a one-handed push shot, and maybe a
jumper.Early on, Auerbach understood the promise and raw power of Cousy’s skills. Cousy
was “like atomic energy that hasn’t been controlled,” he said. Cousy produced scintillating
moments during the 1950–51 season but played inconsistently. He surprised teammates with
his passes and unwisely tried to force his way into tight spaces. Auerbach told him that when
he led the fast break, Cousy needed to decide before he reached the opposing free throw line
whether he would shoot or pass. Still, Cousy finished ninth in the league in scoring in his first
season and fourth in assists. In 1951, at the first NBA All-Star Game in Boston (the brainchild
of Walter Brown), Indianapolis’s fleet guard, Ralph Beard, tried to steal the ball from Cousy on
a fast break. As Beard reached for the ball, Cousy took it behind his back and raced by him,
electrifying the crowd as Beard’s momentum forced him to leap over the press table. Auerbach
admitted, “The only kick I have with Cousy is that he makes practice sessions hard on a coach.
All the other players just want to stand still and watch him.”The Celtics finished 39-30, in
second place behind the Philadelphia Warriors, and then lost to the Knicks in the first round of
the playoffs. With Cousy as a box-office magnet, the Celtics drew six thousand fans per home
game, an increase of more than 30 percent over the previous season.They drew bigger crowds
when paired in a doubleheader with the Globetrotters. In the Celtics’ locker room, Cousy heard
the sellout crowd’s roar as the Trotters performed their comic ruses. When the Celtics came out
for the nightcap, Cousy noticed that the lion’s share of fans had left and only several thousand
remained. The Celtics still had a long way to go.—Cousy’s roommate on the road during that
rookie season, assigned by Auerbach, was Chuck Cooper. The day the Celtics selected the
forward from Duquesne University in the draft’s second round, a sportswriter asked Brown, “Do
you realize that Cooper is a Negro?” Brown replied, “If he can play basketball, he can be polka-
dotted or plaid for all I care.” This prompted Dave Egan of the Daily Record to write, “Thus
another invisible barrier crumbled under the steadfast words of an honorable man, and thus
was a colored boy given an opportunity to play in the big league of basketball for the first
time.”Cooper was the first black player drafted in the NBA. He was joined in the league that
season by three other African Americans—Earl Lloyd with Washington, Sweetwater Clifton
with the Knicks, and, later in the year, Hank DeZonie with Tri-Cities. Abe Saperstein had lost
his monopoly on black players. In a tiff after the NBA draft, he threatened that his Globetrotters
wouldn’t play in lucrative doubleheaders in Boston or Washington ever again; Brown, though
cash-strapped, held his ground. Cousy and Cooper became friends. They drank beer together
and hung out at nightclubs favoring jazz or the blues. Once they heard Errol Garner on the
piano at Storyville in Boston. The Brooklyn Dodgers’ Jackie Robinson had created international
headlines when he desegregated Major League Baseball in 1947. Seven months earlier, in
autumn 1946, two black players, William (Dolly) King and William (Pop) Gates, had joined the
premerger National Basketball League, whose rosters during the war years had included other
black players. When integration came to the NBA in 1950, it happened quietly, beneath the
newspapermen’s radar.“Complete silence,” Cousy says.The NBA circuit proved challenging for
the league’s first black players. Indianapolis fans jeered Lloyd: “Go back to Africa!” In letters to
his future wife, Cooper described segregation in hotels and restaurants as well as his
frustrations with Auerbach, who thought he was a hypochondriac feigning injuries. Cooper told
her about discrimination in Boston. He also told her that Cousy was his best friend on the
team, trusted without question.“He’s a different kind of person, a good person,” Cooper
wrote.Jackie Robinson once thanked a white teammate, pitcher Carl Erskine, for talking to



Robinson’s wife and children in front of white fans. Cousy and Cooper socialized in public more
freely, and their wives would become friends, sitting together at games.In his second season in
Boston, Auerbach emphasized the fast break. He wanted Cousy to push the ball upcourt, hard,
fast, and often. He understood this was Cousy’s great gift—his court vision and passing. Cousy
received the outlet pass (often from Macauley) and four or five strides later stormed into the
front court, on the attack. Guard Bill Sharman joined the Celtics in 1951–52, and in their first
game together, Cousy threw him a pass he wasn’t expecting, and the ball ricocheted off
Sharman’s head.“You know he looks one way, feints a second, and passes a third,” Sharman
said. Every game, Sharman added, brought “a continual adjustment—and a continual
amazement—that he could hit me with a perfect pass when I didn’t think any pass was
possible.”The fast break wasn’t new to basketball. It had been around for decades, used by
West Coast colleges during the thirties. But as Herbert Warren Wind wrote in Sports
Illustrated, “Cousy made it work with a speed and fluency no one had ever dreamed were
possible.” Cousy added stylistic flourishes such as behind-the-back passes and no-look passes
over his shoulder. He drove to the basket and, as his right hand went up into the air, he slyly
dropped a pass behind him to an oncoming teammate. He heard the crowd’s gasps; he knew
some fans showed up to see him work his tricks. Sometimes, late in games in which the
outcome was already determined, Cousy executed one of his newest innovations purely for the
sake of entertainment.He also pushed the limits of his relationship with Auerbach through good-
natured fun. At training camp in Ellsworth, Maine, in autumn 1951, Cousy and Macauley stole
Auerbach’s prized red fedora. When Auerbach stepped from the shower, he noticed it was
missing. He looked at Cousy. “If you did anything to that hat, so help me, I’ll murder you,” he
said. “Where is it?”“Right there,” Cousy said, and he pointed to Macauley, in the shower,
wearing the red fedora as water cascaded down on it. Auerbach exploded with rage as
Macauley tossed the hat to Cousy, who began cutting it with scissors. Auerbach’s howls lasted
only until he found a new red fedora, purchased by his players, in the front seat of his
car.Cousy tried to draw attention to the league. In Fort Wayne, Indianapolis, and Rochester,
sometimes with Macauley or Sharman in tow, he taxied to local radio stations to promote that
night’s game. Deejays spun records by Patti Page, Eddie Fisher, and Tony Bennett and asked
him a few questions about a sport they didn’t understand.That fall, following the birth of their
daughter Marie, he and Missie purchased a home in Worcester but couldn’t move in until year’s
end. For three months, Cousy shared an apartment with Cooper, while Missie, at Walter
Brown’s invitation, took their infant daughter to Brown’s second home on Cape Cod, a nice
place near the water. Cousy paid visits whenever he could. At that time of year, the Cape was
isolated, and Cousy invariably drove back to Boston thinking, “Geez, it could be spooky for a
young pretty girl with a baby all by herself here.” Missie, he decided, was a strong, independent
spirit.The Celtics again finished second that season, this time with a 39-27 record, a game
behind Syracuse in the Eastern Division, and the Knicks eliminated them again in the playoffs.
Cousy made first-team all-league in 1951–52 for the first of ten consecutive seasons and
averaged nearly twenty-two points per game, third best in the league. His star continued to rise.
—On February 17, 1952, Chuck Cooper, typically self-contained, snapped during a game
against the Milwaukee Hawks in Moline. With 1:21 to play, Milwaukee leading 96–95, a Hawks
player called Cooper a “black bastard.” Cooper dared him to repeat it. When he did, Cooper
pushed him as hard as he could. His opponent didn’t fight back, but both benches cleared, and
opposing players paired off and started swinging. Cooper and the Hawks’ Dick Mehen
exchanged punches. Milwaukee coach Doxie Moore charged Auerbach, hit him, and jumped
on his back. Bob Brannum, the Celtics’ brawny forward who counted protecting Auerbach



among his chief assignments, pulled Moore from his coach; just then, Milwaukee’s Mel
Hutchins punched Brannum. As twelve hundred fans jeered, police rushed onto the floor to
restore order; a squad car was paged. Both coaches were ejected, as were Cooper and the
Hawks’ Don Boven. After the game, won by the Hawks, 97–95, fights between opposing
players broke out in the dressing rooms; police ushered the teams from the field house.In
another game in Boston, Warriors center Neil Johnston threw a hard block at Cousy, and
Cooper grabbed Johnston and threw him over the scorer’s table. Benches cleared. Cooper
punched Johnston and put another opponent, forward Bob Zawoluk, in a choke hold. It wasn’t
until Cooper saw the photos in the next morning’s newspapers that he realized that Cousy
hadn’t participated in this free-for-all. He stood to the side and casually watched it. That was
Cousy’s way. He wasn’t a fighter.Though much less publicized, the Cousy-Cooper cross-race
friendship was akin to the relationship between Dodgers shortstop Pee Wee Reese, a white
Kentuckian, and Jackie Robinson. In sensationalized retellings of a Dodgers-Reds game at
Crosley Field in Cincinnati in 1947, fans in the box seats targeted Robinson with racist
harangues, and Reese walked over, stood by his teammate’s side, and put his arm around his
shoulder. That gesture is even commemorated in a bronze statue of the two men in front of
Brooklyn’s minor league ballpark, except Reese never did that; contemporary news accounts
made no mention of it.Cousy and Cooper shared their own moments of solidarity. On February
28, 1952, two weeks after the fight in Moline, the Celtics traveled to Raleigh, North Carolina,
where they beat Rochester, 91–72, in a neutral-site regular-season game. Cooper wasn’t
permitted to stay with his white teammates that night at their segregated hotel. The Celtics
were scheduled to catch a flight to New York the following morning. Cooper told Auerbach he
would take a postmidnight sleeper train to New York by himself.Hearing this, Cousy told
Auerbach he wanted to travel with Cooper, and he did.In the late-night darkness, the Raleigh
train station was quiet and mostly empty as the two Celtics drank a few beers and waited for
their train. Together, they walked to the men’s restroom, only to discover there were two,
“White” and “Colored.” Cousy had read about such signs but had never seen one. He fumbled
for words to ease Cooper’s discomfort, at one point saying, “Hitler persecuted the Jews and so
did a lot of others. And I was just reading in the papers where they threw bombs at Catholic
churches somewhere in Louisiana not long ago.” Cooper spoke softly: “But you can’t always tell
a Jew or a Catholic by looking at him.” Cousy felt embarrassed in a way he never had before:
He felt embarrassed to be white.Cousy and Cooper walked away from the restrooms toward
the far end of the platform. They shared a mischievous grin and looked around to see if anyone
was watching. Then, in an act of brotherhood, they unzipped their flies and, side by side, peed
off the platform. To Cousy, this defiance of segregation felt good and right.“It was our Rosa
Parks moment that we couldn’t talk about,” Cousy says now.Cooper later would say of Cousy, “I
had great respect for his attitudes and approach to life. There was a certain bond between us
that went beyond being teammates; we were friends.” Cousy, he said, was “the highest kind of
individual. . . . Bob is as free of racism as any white person I’ve ever known. He’s just a
beautiful person.”Such moments pushed Cousy to begin to think more deeply about racial
prejudice. He sat next to Jackie Robinson on a plane flight from Boston to Montreal, the two
athletes bound for the same dinner banquet. Robinson might have played in Boston, too. In
April 1945, the Red Sox had given a secret tryout at Fenway Park to him and two other Negro
Leagues players; nothing came of it, though, and the Red Sox wouldn’t have a black player for
another fourteen years. Robinson viewed the experience as a humiliating charade and signed
with the Dodgers eighteen months later. Cousy attempted to make small talk during the flight,
but Robinson seemed to withdraw. Cousy did not push it and let the rest of the flight pass in



silence. Later he reflected on this missed opportunity: “I didn’t say anything to him that gave
him reassurance about which side I was on. If I were black, I would put all white people in the
same category—until proven otherwise.”During this time, Cousy learned that Catholic churches
in the South were segregated, and he sought an explanation from Father Tiernan at Holy
Cross. Cousy told the man who had officiated at his wedding that he was confused. The
Catholic Church had been teaching him about the equality of the human animal since he had
reached the age of reason, Cousy explained. Yet in the South it practiced segregation. He
asked Tiernan, “How do you reconcile that?” Only two years out of Holy Cross, Cousy was not
looking to make waves. He believed deeply in the church. Still, he heard nothing from the priest
that convinced him the church’s segregation was acceptable. He just didn’t know what to do
about it.—It was no secret that gamblers lurked in the shadows of the NBA. The Celtics
sometimes played on Saturday nights in the Northeast and caught a train back to Boston,
arriving in the wee hours on Sunday morning. The team rented some rooms at the Hotel
Buckminster so players could sleep a few hours before playing at Boston Garden on Sunday
afternoon at two o’clock. Cousy and Macauley typically got up and lumbered off to eight o’clock
Mass on Sunday morning, and as they passed through the hotel lobby they saw the “unsavory
types sitting around and waiting to see how you would come in with a game that afternoon,”
Cousy says. These, they knew, were gamblers, seeking information and insight to gain a
competitive advantage. Cousy wouldn’t make eye contact with them. If they called out to him,
as they sometimes did, asking, “How ya’ feelin’ today, Cooz?” he wouldn’t answer. Sometimes,
as they passed through the lobby, Cousy, Macauley, or Sharman faked a limp as if they were
hurt, or hid an arm inside their winter coat, letting a sleeve hang loose as if they’d injured their
shoulder, Cousy says, “just to piss off or throw off anybody who was watching us.”A point-
shaving scandal erupted in 1951 and devastated the college game. The district attorney in New
York, Frank Hogan, made dozens of arrests after discovering that gamblers had fixed college
games in seventeen states, spreading outward from the City College of New York to the
University of Kentucky and other schools. The scandal decimated the NBA’s Indianapolis
Olympians when two of its stars, Alex Groza and Ralph Beard, admitted to their involvement in
a point-shaving scandal while in college at Kentucky. After the 1951 season, Podoloff banned
both players from the NBA for having consorted with gamblers; not long after, the Olympians
folded.Where others saw destruction, the shrewd Auerbach saw opportunity: Kentucky’s 1952–
53 season was canceled, but its stars, Frank Ramsey, Cliff Hagan, and Lou Tsioropoulos,
planned to return the following year as graduate students to play one more intercollegiate
season. In the 1953 NBA draft, Auerbach drafted Ramsey in the first round, Hagan in the third,
and Tsioropoulos in the seventh. Their class had graduated, Auerbach reminded executives
from other teams; Auerbach was willing to wait a year for them to join the Celtics. “You can’t do
that,” the Knicks’ Ned Irish said after Auerbach selected Ramsey, to which Auerbach replied,
“Read the minutes of the meeting.” All three Kentuckians suddenly belonged to the
Celtics.Rumors spread that Cousy was involved in the college fixes; point guards were
especially vulnerable to such charges since they controlled the ball near game’s end, when
point spreads often hung in the balance. On January 31, 1953, two detectives approached
Cousy outside Madison Square Garden. They asked him to come to the DA’s office to answer
questions. With the Celtics about to board a train, Cousy arranged to see the district attorney
when the Celtics returned to New York on February 17.Walter Brown heard the rumors. The
thought of Cousy being involved with gamblers haunted him. He pulled aside sportswriter Clif
Keane of the Globe and asked a favor: “Will you go to Cousy and ask him if he is involved in
any stuff with gamblers? If he is, I’m ruined.”Keane had three distinguishing qualities: He



seldom stopped blinking, constantly fiddled with his tie, and wrote some of the most acerbic
prose in town. For thirteen years, he had been a low-level worker in editorial and advertising.
When a spot in the sports department came open in 1939, Keane took it. In locker rooms, he
needled and provoked players, all but daring them to retaliate. Players called him Poison
Pen.Keane approached Cousy to report Brown’s concern about the gambling rumors. Keane
said, “Are you involved in any way? If you are will you talk to Brown fast? He’s getting sick
about it.” Cousy assured Keane that he wasn’t involved with gamblers, never had been, and
never would be. He went to Brown’s office and told him as much and said he was bound for the
DA’s office in New York.“Mr. Brown, I’ve never in my life done a dishonest thing either on or off
the court,” Cousy said. Brown accepted him at his word.Cousy read the newspapers. He saw
the boldface headlines about the bust of Beard and Groza. They had been approached by
investigators after leaving an NBA game at Chicago Stadium in October 1951, and that night,
under intense questioning, admitted they had accepted money from gamblers to shave points
in order to affect the final point spread in college games. Beard, just twenty-two and an all-NBA
selection as a rookie, spent fifteen hours locked up in Cook County jail with prisoners he later
described as psychos and winos. He told investigators that he took a total of $1,300 from
gamblers for five games. “I wish I knew why I did it,” Beard said a few days after his arrest. “I’ve
been asking myself and it doesn’t make sense. The money was nothing.” Suspended from the
NBA for life, Beard later tried to form a minor league team, but the judge sent him a telegram,
according to Beard, saying, “If I so much as touched a basketball in a YMCA, he’d put my ass
in jail.”Walter Brown wasn’t the only one with big stakes in the outcome. For Cousy, still just
twenty-four, with a wife and now two daughters in diapers, the personal stakes—his reputation,
his NBA career—were immense.On February 17, a handful of detectives grilled him with
questions. Vincent O’Connor, the assistant DA, told him that a bookmaker, who had since died,
had implicated Cousy among the college players with whom he had done business. Even as
Cousy insisted he didn’t know the bookie, the grilling continued, his guilt seemingly assumed.
He suddenly wished he had brought an attorney. After several hours, the detectives took a
break. Cousy went to dinner and, when he returned, stewed in an anteroom for several hours.
The detectives finally called for him. They told him two gamblers had just confessed that they
had double-crossed the bookie and used Cousy, without his knowledge, to do it. The detectives
cleared Cousy. Though he knew he had never accepted a dime from gamblers, his relief was
enormous. There was so much to lose, he knew. Ralph Beard was a tenacious little player,
Cousy thought. He might have become a Hall of Famer, but he had lost everything: his
basketball career, his marriage, and his good name. Soon, Beard was in Louisville, bouncing
from job to job, laying pipe and selling cars. At O’Connor’s request, Cousy later testified before
a grand jury, restating what he had told the New York detectives. O’Connor thanked him and
said if he ever needed proof of his innocence, he would provide it, gladly.
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Rick Shaq Goldstein, “RICK “SHAQ” GOLDSTEIN SAYS: DA COOZ ATTEMPTS HIS LAST
PASS… WITH TWO HANDS FROM THE HEART AND SOUL!. To truly know… the history of
the NBA… you must intimately know the roads traveled and the championships won by the
Boston Celtics… and the Minneapolis/Los Angeles Lakers… and their shining stars… that
have shown above all others. This book is about the Boston Celtics… and the original NBA
showman… Bob “Da-Cooz” Cousy… and among many other things… his relationship with the
greatest winner in basketball history… Bill “Big-Russ” Russell… during their playing days…
and long afterward as “Da-Cooz” at ninety-years-old…now tries to come to grips with his
conscience.Basketball has been involved in the major part of my entire life. When I first got
hooked on playing in park leagues… it was right around the tail end of Cousy’s career… as I
advanced to Junior High Leagues… then High School Leagues… then Junior College
Leagues… Military Leagues… and more… it was mainly Bill Russell’s continued reign. I had a
tremendous “LOVE-HATE” relationship with the Celtics. I hated them because I was a Laker
fan… and it seemed every year during Cooz and/or Russ’ dominance… they beat the Lakers in
the finals. But… I loved the way they played! They were…. to this day… the greatest true
“team” playing “team”… I ever saw. Though I hated them I studied every one of their players
intimately. I learned my “bank-shot” from Sam Jones… I learned rebounding from Russ… I
learned defense from K.C… I learned to appreciate passing (though not a lot about me actual
passing) and field generalship from the master “Da Cooz. I learned how to “gun” from
Heinsohn… I imitated Satch Sanders shooting style… and though I was right handed… I
finished each practice shooting left handed free throws like Russ. I also learned how to hate
Red Auerbach lighting up his victory cigars… and yet till this day I think he was the greatest
coach ever. I even read his international bestselling book on basketball fundamentals.What this
book does is take you from the New York ghetto where Cousy grew up… shares in great detail
his family history of a Mother who physically abused his Father… and hated Germans from her
life in France… and how Da Cooz not only became a three time All-American at Holy Cross…
but became one of the greatest players in NBA history. He played for the Celtics from 1950-63
and won six straight NBA titles. Before Cousy’s arrival the savior of the NBA had been big
George Mikan who led the Minneapolis Lakers to multiple titles. Joining Cousy in Boston
midway through Da Cooz’s career was Big Bill Russell… who continued the Celtics dominance
(that in my opinion will never be matched) to eventually total ELEVEN-NBA-CHAMPIONSHIPS-
IN-THIRTEEN-YEARS! Add to Russ’s stats… the fact that he won two NCAA titles with USF…
and a gold medal with the United States in the Olympics… and you can see why I said he’s the
winningest basketball player in history!The heart… literally the guts… the goal of this book… is
Cousy attempting to come to peace with himself in his waning years… did he??? Could he???
Why didn’t he???... Do enough… if not more… to help Bill Russell cope with the terrible racism
that Russell and other black teammates had to face in Boston and other areas. Complicating
this issue… is the fact that… perhaps not clearly seen by the outside world… was the fact that
Cooz and Russ were not close at all… off the court… yet they were… one of the greatest



winning teammate combinations on it. They were a well-oiled synchronized creation of
basketball victory. The author has done a ton of research recreating what it was like not only
back in the day… but also Cousy’s current life with his echoing rooms in his large house…
filled with the memories of his dear departed wife of over sixty-years… Missie. The parts of the
story that revolve around Red Auerbach are absolutely classic… his bombastic Brooklyn street-
fighting moxie… along with his psychology… and his drive to integrate basketball like never
before.On top of all this… as a sports book… is that the author Gary M. Pomerantz… has such
a beautiful writing style… that at times you forget it’s a sports book… and just start
appreciating and absorbing the prose. As an example… the haunting book jacket cover picture
of a young Cooz and Russ… taken before a big game… is described in both a lingering and
illuminating narrative. If I may share one of countless phrasings that the author seems to
effortlessly use to raise this book to a high standard of literature: “Let us see Cousy as he was
on Boston Garden’s parquet floor, in his white home jersey set off by CELTICS 14 in Kelly
green. He looked quintessentially French with his long, thin face, dark features, and deep-set
eyes. For much of any game, his face was impassive. But seldom was it impassive for an entire
game. In moments that mattered most, the mask came off, replaced by a game face, drawn
tight for battle. He often moved with a captain’s strut and an artist’s impatience. Maybe he saw
a referee miss a call. A teammate might have fumbled a pass. At those moments, Cousy could
be a demanding master.”Yes… Da Cooz… and Big Russ… were quite different… except in one
way… and that’s when it came to doing what it took to win! Here’s the deepest… purest
insight… from teammate Tom Heinsohn:“HEINSOHN SAT BETWEEN COUSY AND
RUSSELL. HE WATCHED THE TWO MEN CLOSELY AND NOTED A COMMON TRAIT.
“THEY TOOK SO MUCH OUT OF THEMSELVES,” HEINSOHN SAYS. “I DIDN’T HAVE THIS
DRIVE TO BE THE WORD’S GREATEST LIKE THEY DID. TO WIN AN NBA TITLE,
HEINSOHN THOUGHT, THEY’D KILL THEIR MOTHERS.”A tremendously written and
researched book… and you’ll even learn why the only person in the world other than Red
Auerbach’s wife… who called Auerbach “Arnold” was Da Cooz!”

Bill Emblom, “The Last Loud Roar Revisited. Bob Cousy was one of the early greats of the
National Basketball Association that contributed to the growth of the league through the 1950s
and 1960s and his Boston Celtics led the way as the dominant team in the league. The book
concentrates on Cousy and his superstar teammate Bill Russell but also contains anecdotes
on other greats of the Celtic dynasty. Both Cousy and Russell contributed to the Celtics
through unique means. Cousy was not universally agreed upon as the team's number one
choice in the draft and Russell came to the team through a risky trade that sent Ed Macauley
and Cliff Hagan to the St. Louis Hawks in exchange for the Hawks's second choice in the draft
with Boston hoping that Russell would still be available for them.The book covers Cousy's
family life of his parents in addition to his wife and two daughters. Bill Russell dealt with racism
in Boston and really had no love for the city due to the disgusting things he had to put up withIn
his later life Bob Cousy felt pangs of guilt for not speaking out in support of Bill Russell during
his playing days and hoped to be able to patch things up for any omissions of support which
Cousy, in his mind, felt he had neglected to do. Cousy dealt with the dementia of his wife and
other teammates passing away as his own life lingered on. The difficulties that Cousy has
been facing are also those faced by millions of others as age takes its toll on people.I only
followed professional basketball as a fan of the St. Louis Hawks during the 1960s so I enjoyed
reading about many of the famous names in the N.B.A. during that time period and found the
book to be a very enjoyable read.  It will have a prominent place in my library.”



M.T. Fisher, “Fascinating tale about the greatest to step on the court.. This is a wonderful tale
of basketball's greatest era, and those who made it that way: Cousy, Russell, and the Celtics.
The author's main thrust is with Cousy, and the book doesn't suffer one iota for it. He goes
over many individuals and aspects of the game, surpassing his work in 'Wilt: 1962.' You feel
like you come to know and understand Cousy and Russell, and come to admire them as men,
not just basketball legends.  A must for those who enjoy basketball history.”

Norman Jones, Ed. D., “This book brought back many memories!!!!. I figured when I purchased
this book I was in for a ride down memory lane. For starters, I was 13 years old and growing up
in Marion, IN, a hot-bed of high school basketball when the NBA started play. Few people I talk
to realize that in the first two years of the NBA Indiana had three teams in the league. They
were the Anderson Duffy Packers, the Indianapolis Olympians and the Ft. Wayne Zollner
Pistons. My home town was close enough that I was able to see several of the games that
featured stars that laid the groundwork for what the NBA is today. Of course, that groundwork
included Bob Cousy and Bill Russell and the Boston Celtics. I was so pleased that this great
book took me behind the scenes and into the personal lives of Cousy and Russell. Readers will
be fascinated with exchanges between players, locker room talk, game discussions, situations
with coach Red Auerbach and dozens of other items from the early years of the NBA. It was
interesting to read what Cousy and Russell are doing now in the twi-light of their lives. If you
love reading about how the NBA got started and the great players, especially those on the
Celtics, you will be enthralled with this book. For example, Cousy mentions the effect of the 24
second shot clock that saved pro basketball. This took place in 1954, my senior year in high
school. I can recall when games first appeared on TV. All in all, The Last Pass was a trip down
memory lane for me as I was lucky to see so much of the development of the NBA of which
Cousy and Russell were so much a big part. I would recommend this book to any basketball
fan interested in knowing more about Cousy, Russell, the Celtics and the early developmental
years of the NBA.Norman Jones, Ed. D. author of Growing Up in Indiana: The Culture &
Hoosier Hysteria Revisited”

John Roberts, “First basketball superstar ?. Definitely recommend this book, maybe being a
long standing Celtics fan I may be a bit biased but most basketball lovers will enjoy this. It helps
being a more 'mature person' as I can easily remember the players that are in it.”

The book by Gary M. Pomerantz has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 232 people have provided
feedback.
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